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''RB'' HEATER 

QUICK 

SAFE 

FUME LESS 

ECONOMICAL 

--------------~~----------------

DEPENDABLE1 YEAR-ROUND 

COMFORT EVERYWHERE •.. 
In mild climates, the Thermador "RB" Electric Heater operates 
as a complete heating unit for the bathroom. In severe climates, 
it is an ever-ready supplement to the master heating system 
during winter and an excellent independent heater during 
months when the central heating system is off. 

Better health . . . added comfort ... is assured with the 
Thermador "RB." Quick and convenient ... just flick the switch 
and within a few minutes the bathroom reaches the desired 
temperature, the minimum of which should be above 70° for 
the unclothed or partially clothed body. 

Operating from ordinary 1 20-volt line at either 1250 or 
1500 watts, the Thermador "RB" attains maximum economy 
because you heat just the one room .. . for only the time it's 
occupied. The heater fits flush to the wall and because of its 
size, is the ideal installation in even the smallest bath or dress
ing room. The smartly designed, highly polished grille with the 
switch at the top, provides complete safety for children and 
fa brics. Built for a lifetime of service, the "RB" is easily in
stalled in new or existing structures. 

THERMADOR 
GUES AHEAD 

SEVEN LEA 

THERMADOR EL ECTRICAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY • LOS ANGELES 22 • CALIFORNIA. 
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GAS RANGES 

Manly meals of western living are the inspiration 
for Western-Holly's built-in aluminum griddle, 

extra large oven, and "Modern-Way" pull -our 

broikr.Smoorh ease of western living calls for the 
divided cook top, and smart streamlined design 

Leisure to enjoy western living inspires the sig· 
nal timer clock and Fiberglas insulation , ro keep 

your Western-Holly cooking efficiently. 

So Western-Holly means western living, with 

a gas range that is available now at appliance and 

department stores' 

Products of WESTERN 

Western living on a larger scale has in

spired Western-Holly's magnificent new 
"Town &Country",the range for meal or 
banquet ... a custom-built range for large 

homes and for all homes with large cook
ing requirements. The first gas range of 
its kind in the country, it sets a standard 
for those who u·ant the fine.rt. Eight burners 
... eighteen-inch square griddle .. . sixty-
five-inch long plate-warming shelf ... two 
large baking ovens ... BROYL-OVEN .. . two 

broilers .. . service compartment. Fully 
automatic and available 11ou;! 

ST 0 VE COMPANY, I n c . 
CULVER CITY, CALIFORNIA 

LOS ANGELES• SAN FRANCISCO• PORTLAND• SACRAMENTO• FRESNO• SAN DIEGO 

Co py tight 1947 b)' 'X't-m:rn Stove Company, Inc. 
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CURRENTLY AVAl 1LABLE 

PRODUCT LITERATURE 

Editor's Note: This is a classified listing of currently available manu
facturers' literature. To obtain a copy of any piece of literature, list 
the number which precedes the item regarding it on the coupon which 
appears on Page 43, and give your name, address and occupation. 
Return the coupon to Arts & Architecture, and requests will be filled 
as rapidly as possible. 

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 

(1) National Electric Products Corpor
ation-Four-page booklet illustrating in· 
stallations of Lopo-Trim, a hollow steel 
raceway for telephone, buzzer, and inter
communication wires. May be used as 
toe plate on the top of a base board, 
or as finish trim. 

(2) Pass & Seymour, /nc.-Booklet of 
wiring devices, electrical outlets for 
any desired use in the home. Written 
and illustrated in the language of the 
average home owner. 

GENERAL 

(3) Celotex Corporation--Six-page full 
color presentation of Cemesto Precision
Engineered House. House is rather bet
ter than mcst contemporary efforts to 
solve housing problem by mass produc
tion. Worth seeing. 

(4) Kawneer Company-Thirty pages 
including report of the jury, elevations, 
plans, perspectives, and details of the 
prize winners of the Kawneer-New Pen
cil Points Architectural Competition, 
"The Store Front cf Tomorrow." 

(5) Kawneer Company-Twenty-four 
page booklet with 31 perspective sketch
es of well-designed sales-building store 
fronts. 

(6) Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company 
-Twenty-four well illustrated pages on 
solar houses. Explains fundamentals of 
planning "open hc .. uses" and gives good 
examples, both in photographs and 
sketches. Question and answer section 
is practical. 

(7) Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company 
-A data brochure for the architect on 
glass and its uses, in 24 pages. Carries 
tables for use in specifying. Is worth 
file space for ideas ·suggested. Full tech
nical data. 

HARDWARE AND FIXTURES 

(8) Adams Rite Manufacturing Com
pany-Pamphlet illustrating newly de
veloped solid brass flush sliding door 
hardware, simplified surface bolts, and 
a ball latch with adjustable compres
sion. Sizes and catalog numbers are 
given. 

(9) Kirsch Company-Order catalog of 
complete line of drapery hardware and 
accessories, including extension rods, 
brackets, supports, rod accessories, 
hooks, custom-made rods, work room 
tools, decorative hold backs, and house
hold cleaners and brushes. 

(10) Marsh Wall Products, /nc.-Bro
chure giving information on Marlite 
plastic-finished wall, c e i 1 in g panels, 
Marsh mouldings, Marsh bathroom ac
cessories. Contains color chart, applica
tion information for Marlite. Mould
ings are aluminum, Presdwood, wood 
and plastic. Bath accessories heavily 
plated chrome, good modern design. 

(11) Republic Steel Corporation-A 
down-to-earth, practical catalog on Up
son nuts, bolts and rivets. A handbook 
of value to all architects who do their 
own engineering, particularly those who 
handle industrial , commercial work. 
Nearly a hundred pages, well illus
trated. 

(12) Republic Steel Corporation-The 
use of Republic Enduro Stainless Steel 
in hospital equipment is contained in 
a brochure of 24 pages. Well illustrated, 
documented, including laboratory co)-ro
sion data. Belongs in the files of any 
architect doing hospital work, or work 
involving hospital or diet kitchen equip
ment. 

HEATING AND AIRCONDITIONING 

( 13) American Standard & Radiator 
Sanitary Corpo ration-H{)me Book 
slrnwing different kinds of heating, win
ter air conditionoing and p 1 um bing 
equipment using coal, gas, or oil. In 
full color, includes individual units with 
description, cutaway views with expla
nations, plans, pictures of rooms incor
porating units int{) interior design. 

(14) A. M. Byers Company-Fifty-two 
page bulletin on radiant heating. Com
plete and concise data on installations 
both here and abroad. 

(15) A. M. Byers Company-Sixteen
page book, "How to Choose a Heating 
System for Your New Home". Descrip
tive and pictorial report on concealed 
radiant heating published for prospec
tive home owners. 

(16) Hammel Radiator Engineering 
Company-Two folders, one on gas fired 
vented wall heaters, other on gas fired 
gravity basement furnaces. Wall heaters 
require no pit or basement, and there 
is no danger of flooding. Feature con
venient operation, effective heating, at
tractive appearance, fully approved by 
AGA, guaranteed. Furnaces have exclu
sive Hammel sectional type element. 
Feature Hammel volume air flow, maxi
mum heating surface, rapid warm air 
delivery and minimum heat loss. Both 
folders have installation data, sketches. 

INSULATION AND ROOFING 

( 17) Celotex Corporation-Review in 28 
pages of Celotex insulation materials, 
loaded with information on cane fibre 
products, sheathing, roof insulation, in
sulating lath, interior finish products, 
hard board products, buildng board and 
lath for sound insulation, Celo-siding, 
Cemesto, rock wool products. Good 
handbook on structural insulation prob
lems. 

(18) Celotex Corporation-Four-page 
folder {Jn roofing oroducts, including in
formation on insulating flat roofs. Has 
worthwhile specification chart for built
up roofs. 

(19) Celotex Corporation-Sound con
ditioning brochure based on Cel {)tex 
products, including Acousti-Celotex Cane 
Fibre Tile, Acousti-Celotex mineral tile, 
standard Muffietone, fissured Muffietone. 
Acousteel, Q-T Ductliner. Gives con: 
struction details, has application select
or, explains Acousti-Celotex Sound Con
ditioning Service. 

(20) Celotex Corporation-Brochure on 
industrial building products, including 
thermal insulation, sound conditioning, 
interior finishes, expansion joints, vi
bration isolation, wall units, partitions, 
roof decks, roofing, and siding. LDaded 
with technical data. Well worth file 
space. 

(21) Red Cedar Shingle Bureau-Blue
prints showing recommended methods 
of applying wood shingles on roofs and 
sidewalls. 

(22) Republic Steel Corporation-Bro
chure explaining Republic Triple Drain 
Roofing and Siding, sectional metal roof
ing and siding, each section or sheet 
having three drains so that driving rains 
can't cause leaks. Complete information 
for specification and application. 

PLUMBING 

(23) A. M. Byers Company-Sixteen
page bulletin concerning all the prob
lems and possibilities and methods of 
bending and flanging wrought iron 
pipes. 

(24) Ceco Steel Products Corporation 
-Technical brochure, 24 pages, on Ceco 
open web steel joists, giving construc
tion details, standard specifications, steel 
joist loading tables. Also explains the 
use of Ceco open web joists used as 
purlins with necessary technical tables. 

(25) Haws Drinking f_aucet Company
Revised edition catalog {)f all types of 
public sanitary drinking fountains, re
pair parts and roughing in dimensions. 
Also catalog pages on newly designed 
electric water coolers with capacity 
tables and roughing-in diagrams. 

(26) Haws Drinking Faucet Company 
-Pamphlet on filter which may be 
C{)nected to city water line or to well 
water. Removes chlorine, discoloration, 
suspended matter, odors. Steel filter bar
rel is filled with activated carbon and 
graded quartz. 

(27) ]. A. Zurn Manufacturing Com
pany-Twelve-page bulletin describing 
improved line of wall closet fittings in
cluding connection details, dimens.ions. 

SASH, DOORS AND WINDOWS 

(28) American Plywood Corporation
N e w Londoner Hollow-Core Flush 
Doors, a "Plyineered product," treated 
in four-page folder, which shows how 
doors are built. Details on American 
Solid Core Flush Doors and scarfed 
plywood, which makes possible building 
of larger than standard plywood panels. 

(29) Ceco Steel Products Corporation 
-Sixteen pages {Jn screens in steel, 
bronze and aluminum. Covers general 
descriptions for architects' specifications, 
full size details, screens for double hung 
windows, steel casement screens, steel 
projected window screens, steel pivoted 
window screens, oi::en porch and terrace 
screens, casement storm windows, and 
standard fittings. 

(30) Ceco Steel Products Corporation
New 1947 Pacific Coast catalog covering 
Ceco metal windows, doors. Loaded with 
technical data, photographs, sketches, 
other pertinent illustrative matter. Cov
ers residence casements, package win
dows, housing casements, intermediate, 
combination and projected windows, in
termediate casement windows, interme
diate casement doors, intermediate psy
chiatric windows, architectural project
ed windows, commercial projected hori
zontally pivoted windows, commercial 
projected windows, horizontally pivoted 
windows, basement windows, continuous 
windows, mechanical operators, security 
barn utility windows, steel doors of all 
kinds (accordion, double vertical lift, 
industrfal, hangar). 

(31) Ceco Steel Products Corporation
Full information on Ceco aluminum 
storm wind{)ws for metal residence case
ments in a four-page folder. Well illus
trated, with tables and sketches of 
sizes and shapes. Installation instruc
tions are included. 

ARTS & ARCHITECTURE 

(32) Kawneer Company-Seven pages 
of structural details of full vision, free 
standing, narrow line and standard line 
entrance doors, frames, and trims. 

(33) Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company 
-A 20-page brochure, "The Meaning 
and Magic of Windows," by Dr. Mat
thew Luckiesh, internationally known 
lighting authority. Must reading for 
modern designers. Shows sense and 
necessity for wide glass areas. 

(34) R.O.W.-Pamphlet showing struc
tural detailing of R.O.W. removable 
"spr.ing cushion" wood window units, 
factory fitted and assembled, weather 
stripped with noncorrosive metal. Also 
available is a 17-page booklet with 
sketches of houses of all periods using 
R.O.W. windows. 

( 35) United States Ply!JlQod Corpora
tion~Well illustrated four-page folder 
on Mengel flush doors and Weldwood 
doors, giving sizes, weights, showing 
construction details. Also mentions Craw
Fir-Dor for garages, Sav-A-Space sliding 
doors and frames. 

(36) Wheeler, Osgood Company-Series 
of folders describing Factri-Fit Tru
Sized door jamb sets and color graded 
standard type fir doors. Jamb can be 
installed seven times faster than an 
ordinary jamb-reducing average of 60 
to 90 minutes to 8 to 10 minutes. Fold
ers well illustrated, deserve attention. 

STRUCTURAL BUILDING MATERIALS 

(37) A. M. Byers Company-Thirty-two 
page illustrated bulletin "101 Uses for 
Wrought Iron". General· idea of the 
various types of service for which the 
material is installed. 

(38) California Redwood Association
Two data sheets, "Yard Grades" and 
"Grade Use Guide", treating on red
wood. Latter is probably of most use to 
arcihtects. Grading- rules have been 
changed to make available larger volume 
of high grade all-heart redwood for 
architectural design. 

(39) Ceco Steel Products Corporation
Handbook of Ceco products for rein
forced concrete construction, tenth re
vised edition. Covers Meyer flange-type 
steelforms, Meyer adjustable-type steel
forms, metal lath ceiling construction, 
reinforcing bars and spirals, welded 
fabric , bar chairs, spacers and acces
sories, Meyer adjustable column clamps, 
and Meyer adjustable shores. 

(40) Celotex Corporation-Celo-Rok 
brochure listing and explaining Celo-tex 
plaster and wall board, related gypsum 
products. Valuable for technical and 
use data. 

( 41) Celotex Corporation-Review of all 
Celotex home building materials with 
full application data. Products include 
sheathing, insulationg lath, interior fin
ish, siding, anchor lath, plasters, wall
boards, rock wool, roofing, hard board~ 
and Cemesto. 

(42) Kawneer Company-Announce
ment of Zorite, an aluminum panel with 
tongue and groove joints to be used as 
a decorative and practical exterior or 
interior building material. Also given 
are full size details and applying meth
ods. 

( 43) Republic Steel Corporation-Bro
chure listing and explaining Republic 
sheets fo r the building industry-En
duro Stainless Steel, Toncan iron, enam
eling sheets, Electro Paintlok, Electro 
Zincbond, Taylor ternes. Twenty pages, 
well .illustrated, many uses suggested. 
Offers special services to architects. 

(Continued on Page 43) 
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RECORD CABINET EIGHTY INCHES HIGH OR, IF USED IN TWO SECTIONS, EACH FOilTY INCHES HIGH 

THE CABINET ILLUSTRATED IS MADE OF COTTONWOOD AND EBONY 

INLAY "THE ZODIACS" AFTER STEELE SAVAGE IN ABOUT SEVENTY RARE VENEERS 

CAN BE ORDERED IN ANY WOOD TO HARMONIZE WITH YOUR COLOR SCHEME 
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Gut.CE C1.i-:~1ENTS 

A CORRESPONDENCE ON ABSTRACT ART 

Although what is called 'Modern Art" is almost as old as this century 
and that which is termed "Abstract" or "Non-objective" only a few 
years younger, these manifestations are persistently regarded as ex· 
isting outside the supposedly "normal" course of art. That is, 
they continue to be irritating or mystifying phenomena to the ad
herents of representational and pictorial art. It is still necessary to 
have "conservative" and "radical"' juries in all open group shows. 
It is still fair game among the critics lo seek signs of the disintegra
tion of abstract art or to predict its early end. And it is still the 
subject of endless controversy and debate between exponents of one 
side or the other. From these and similar si~ns it may be assumer! 
that abstract art possesses either an inscrutable mystery which the 
uninitiate despairs of fathoming, or it is subconsciously felt as a 
threat to the comfortable security gained from long-held beliefs on 
the nature of art. 
Considering that the subject continues to be one of vital concern to 
both the "conservative" and the "radical," the following excerpts 
from a correspondence between two painters, one a representalion
alist, the other an abstractionist, may be found of interest. The 
exchange of views had its origin in a review of the California Water· 
color Society Twenty-sixth Annual Exhibit, written by Frode Dann 
for the Los Angeles Council of Allied Artists' News. Fred Hocks, 
founder of the Allied Artists' Council of San Diego, is the artist 
respondent on the side of the abstract art. In presenting the mate· 
rial here I shall be represented both as editor and commentator. 
It has been felt advantageous to re-arrange the contents of the let· 
ters somewhat, so that as far as possible ideas are dealt with as if 
Laking place in conversation. That portion of the review which 
stimulated the discussion is as follows: 
FRODE DANN: 

"If we accept as an axiom that 'truly great art must reflect 
the spirit of 11 people and its culture as well as project its 

ARTS & ARCHITECTURE 

v1s1ons and hopes,' we may pause and ponder in amazement 
in viewing this group show. How come that, just after a world 
upheaval and with the specter of new and worse disasters be
fore us, the thoughts of our foremost watercolorists seem Lo 

revolve chiefly around favorite pets or sunny days on hills and 
beaches? With the exception of a couple of pieces of good re
porting on conditions in foreign lands there is nothing in this 
exhibit to indicate that our culture has ever suffered stress and 
strain, nor anything lo stir our vision of new worlds to t:ome. 
(Apologies to our abstractionists; I may have misunderstood 
their contributions.) Some critics would, unequivocally, call 
it a bad show on this account and waste no time analyzing it. 
This is a controversial point. Should art have social signi
ficance to be good? If so, this is a bad show. In my opinion 
an art exhibit should be analyzed and evaluated on the merit 
of its aesthetic accomplishments. Are these of high caliber, as 
in this case? That should be sufficient reason for calling it 
good. After that it is anybody's privilege to quarrel with the 
apparent poverty of thought of the painters. The California 
Watercolor Society's Annual , as the majority of group exhibi
tions elsewhere, is arranged primarily as an aesthetic and not 
a political forum." 

It mav be noted that, in essence, Frode Dann is here declari11:-\ 
himself in disagreement with the "axiom" that "truly great art 
must reflect the spirit of a people and its culture as well as project 
its visions and hopes." What is viewed with simulated amazement 
in the opening sentence, is justified in conclusion with the assump· 
lion that art is an aesthetic and not a political matter. By postulat
ing such alternatives the possibility that art is something greater 
than either is automatically excluded. Social significance appears 
to be made synonymous with political propaganda, a concept whicli 
is not shared by the abstractionist. In any event there is agreement 
that art is not a "political forum." On the other hand, no true 
adherent of a philosophy of the abstract could give assent to the 
idea that art is pri.mnrily for aesthetic purpose-pleasure derived 
from sense-perception-for lo the abstractionist, aesthetics is but 
the means to an end and not the end itself. 
FRED HOCKS: 

"Your viewpoint both confuses and obscures the meaning 

These ar~ only three 'General' ideas for 

commercial and home lighting. Send for the 

new illustrated catalog showing many more 

3 2 U N I 0 N S Q U A R I, N I W Y 0 R K C ·1 TY 3 

8336 WEST 3rd ST., LOS ANGELES 36 



••• If you are In a territory where natural or mixed 
gas It available for heating, you can get Immediate 
delivery on Ingersoll Utlllty Units. Due to gas restric
tions In certain areas, a supply of Units with gas 
heating plants has been built up and 11 available on 
a "first come, first served" ba1l1 . If you can use them, 
phone or wire your requirement• tadayl 

Now Being Made on the INGERSOLL UTILITY UNIT! 
Complete Kitchen, Bath and Heating Plant In One 

Package, Going Out on Regular Schedule 

Architects and Builders everywhere who are including space and 
time-saving Ingersoll Utility Units in their housing projects can 
now be sure that their needs will be filled promptly and on time. 
With streamlined, production-line efficiency, turning out Units 

on clockwork schedule, this single, engineered assembly can be 
counted on to cut building time by weeks. 

Its practical, modem design, adaptable to individual plans 
and needs, centers all the utilities in one compact grouping. See 
for yourself how the Ingersoll one-purchase, one-package, one
installation plan will make your jobs easier, more economical 
and provide roomier, more livable homes for your customers. 

I A single, engineered assembly of the fixtures, appliances, 
controls and fittings of Kitchen, Bathroom and Heating 
Plant, plus all Interior plumbing and electrical connections. 
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How to keep your buildings young 

Plan for built-in 
telephone outlets now 

Even though only one telephone is needed initial
ly, plan others for your client's future convenience. 

Specify that tele
phone conduit be 
installed during 
construction. It 
adds little to 

building costs . . adds real value to the house. 

Additional telephones may be added without drill
ing through the flooring or running wires along 
the baseboards. 

And theconvenienceofwell
placed telephone outlets 
will be appreciated year 
after year. 

Call or dial your local Telephone Business Office. 
Ask for Architects and Builders Service. 

The Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Co. 

ARTS & ARCHITECTURE 

of aesthetics. Let me make clear, if I can, what I mean. You 
apologize to the 'abstractionists' for perhaps not havincr fully 
understood their meaning . . . yet the work of certain 'ab
stractionists' in our country does come closer to expressing the 
contemporary world than any 'representational' art could pos
sibly attempt to do. 

"What do I mean by contemporary world? In its essential 
character it consists of the hopes and desires of a humanity 
faced with the impending disasters threatening the world today, 
for which the various ideologies and panaceas are only super
ficial remedies, and therefore pitfalls for the artist. 

"Our hopes and aspirations are more powerful than all the 
destructive forces man can muster. It is this will to survive 
in spite of seemingly insurmountable forces that try to break 
his spirit, that instills man with hope and confidence in his 
higher destiny." 

FRODE DANN: 
"If my 'viewpoint both confuses and obscures the meaning of 

aesthetics' I can assure you that that was not my intention. It 
was my intention, however, to provoke controversy . . . and 
I'm particularly pleased to see you tackle the problem from 
a purely philosophical ( 'scientific' !) point of view .... 

"It occurs to me that we are in dire need of a concise term
inology in relation to 'modern' or 'non-objective' art. Perhaps 
such a terminology is in the making and maybe it will be 
quite concise and adequate in time. As yet it isn't! Thus, for 
instance, it is confusing to have the 'non-objective' protagonist 
dismiss the importance of representational art because it con
cerns itself with creating illusions of a third dimension, while 
he, the protagonist, in the same breath elaborates profusely on 
the importance of 'plastic concepts' in non-objective painting. 
(Plastic : 1. Giving form or fashion to matter. 2. Capable 
of being molded. 3. Pertaining to modeling or molding, sculp
tural. Etc." 

FRED HOCKS: 
"To me the term 'non-objective' has always been inadequate 

to express the pure plastic form so termed. We have need for 
semantics here. 

"Aside from the geometric pattern of Arab culture, the art 
of most cultures used familiar natural forms translated into 
symbolic abstract form to interpret the meaning of life. The 
religious dogma or myth modified in time by science served 
as a spring-board for plastic expression. I feel that in pure 
plastic art the artist reveals the mystic relationships of the 
cosmic order, freed from its dogmatic interpretation, in the 
form itself, the significance of this plastic form being relative 
to the artist's and spectator's state of consciousness. The evol u
tion of art form is dependent upon the intuitive sense sharpened 
by knoweldge (knowledge springing from the intellectual in
terpretation of one's emotional impact with the sensuous 
world.) " 

Here is a clear example of the stumbling block which terminolol!'v 
presents in most discussions involving opposing viewpoints. Such 
a word is " plastic." One uses a literal and therefore limited def
inition ; the other a more philosophic application, wherein quali
fication ~. such as "pure" and "relative" become important de
terminants of meaning. Thus it may be seen that "the importance 
of 'plastic concepts' in non-objective painting" is not a denial of 
the plastic, but an emphasis upon its dynamic nature-something 
far different than imitation of plastic effects or "creating illusions 
of a third dimension." However the difficulty is not nearly so much 
attributable to semantics as it is to contrasting philosophies with 
their respective vocabularies. It is far easier for the abstractionist 
to understand the vocabulary of the representationalist than the 
reverse, since the concepts of the latter are prior to those of tne 
former and are consequently a phase in the development toward 
the abstract. As is revealed in even so brief an expression of these 
two concepts, it is characteristic of the abstractionist, in formulating 
his philosophy, to explore and make use of all fields of knowledge 
-science, philosophy, methaphysics, in addition to that of aesthe
tics, while the representationalists are prone to content themselves 
with but a single aspect of knowledge-that which has to do directly 
with sense-perception. Thus we find that "aesthetic accomplish
ment" is the chief criteria of art to the representationalist, whose 
vocabulary consists almost entirely of such words as beauty, com
position, color, form, balance, rhythm, etc., while the "subject 



Handsome "Real wood" Counters • • • 

THERE is a rich simplicity about Formica 
Realwood counters that is genuinely satis

fying to the designer. These counters are 
.adaptable to soda fountains, bars, stores, 
ticket offices, hotels - everywhere a really 
good looking counter is an asset. 

A wide range of fine wood grains is available. 
The material is produced by introducing a 
genuine veneer of mahogany, prima vera, 
lacewood, or what you wish into the Formica 
shee , so a tone effect harmonizing with any 
desired effect is possible. 

The material is protected by a completely 
colorless-and permanently colorless-film of 
plastic which protects it from staining, armors 
it against the most severe wear, makes it 
brilliant and very easy to clean with soap and 
water or other cleansers. 

And nothing is andsorner or more distin
guished. Color charts and construction details 
on request. 

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY, 4613 SPRING GROVE A VENUE, CINCINNATI 32, OHIO 
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COPPER and COMMON SENSE 

QUESTION: What's the best way to install semi-circular gutter linings? 

ANSWER: Detail Sheet 19, Pages 68 & 69 in "Revere's Manual of Sheet 
Copper Construction*" 

AQ UICK SOURCE of reference for busy men, Revere's 
96-page manual of sheer copper conscruccion':' i~ 

based entirely on authoritative new data provided by 
Revere's sheet copper research. The new principles ic 
covers show how scress failures can be avo ided chrough 
engineering design. 

In che few monchs since ic was published, this book 
ha~ become che standard reference for leading archi
tects and sheet mecal experts in all pares of che country. 
That is because the fact~ it covers arc important to 
every one concerned with better sheet copper construc
tion , and are presented in the form of large. clear 
charts that are easy for practical men to use. 

Copies of this book arc now in the hands of all 
holders of Sweet's Architectural File, and of leading 
sheet metal contractors. \X1e urge you co use this book, 

to turn to it first in all matters of sheet copper construc
tion. It covers every phase of the subject- roofing, 
gutters, flashing- in full detail. For any further assist
ance, feel free to call on the Revere Technical Advisory 
Service, Architectural. Revere building products arc 
sold only through Revere Distributors. 
f; "Resea rch Solves Problems of Stress Fai lure, in Sheet Copper 

Construction." 

REVERE 
COPPER AND · BRASS INCORPORATED 

Fou nded by Paul Re1•ere iu 1801 
250 Park Avenue, New York 17, New York 

Mills: Bu/Ji111ore, 1\ld.; Chicugo . Ill. ; Det roit, Mich.; 
New Bed/orrl, Mass.: Rome . N. ) °. 

Sales Ofjices in Princi/1al Cilies, Distrih11J ors f.1 ·eryu ·here. 
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maller" of such art is se lected because it contains, read-v-ma.df', 
some or all of these properties. (Those who claim that abstract 
art is no more than a displacement of subject matter in order to 
give free reign to "pure" aesthetic enjoyment see in s uch art only 
a difference of degree from the represntationalist's "com position" 
pegged upon a few items from the kitchen cabinet or simi lar ir
relevancies.) The true abstractionist (and by true is meant those 
who relate their abstract concepts to a more inclusive knowledge) 
regards the aesthetic properties in terms of their meaning in rela
tionship to life as a whole-i .e., to universals. Hence art is re· 
garded by them as an instrument through which is revealed "the 
mystic relationships of the cosmic order" itself. 
FRED HOCKS : 

"Our newl y acquired knowl edge on the physical structure 
of the universe should strengthen our faith in the sp iritual 
scheme of all things. The 'abstract' art ist creates organically 
out of the sum of his consciousness. He must be abreast of the 
knowledge of his time and direct that knowledge aesthetically, 
so that it may function organically in a ll men. 

"I bel ieve that 'abstract' art in the pure plastic sense is the 
spiritual langnage of man, up to now little understoorl by both 
arti st and spectator. When both arti st and spectator overcome 
the prejudices and prepossessions of the academy (both old and 
new) and , instead of looking for meaning or subject or object, 
beho ld a painting which has been organically conceived as an 
expression of nature (like the tree or flower) , they will have 
brought their aesthetic concept to the level of contemporary 
cosmogeny. Then the artist would no more attempt to paint 
the 'object' than he wou ld copy the work of another artist , 
because the artist's work is an organic expression of nature, 
when so conceived, l ike the tree or the song of the bird. 

"To conceive hi s work organicall y, t.he artist must strive 
lo find his true individua lity with the ob jective eye (sense) of 
the pure sc ientist. Instead of particular meani ng. he must seek 
the universa l meanin g of phenomena . Euclidian versus rela
tiv istic geometry. Of comse there will always be those who 
for more cxi:rcnt or personal reasons wi ll incl ine lo the former, 
the more easily understood or communicable princip les. Things 
that appea l lo the stomach (the material world, as the man 
on the street conce ives or misconceives it) have no need for 
spiritual interpretation." 

FRO DE DANN: 
"You say that 'Ideologies and panaceas are only art ificial 

remedies and therefore pitfalls for the artist.' 
" Ideologi es are formed out of ideas. Without ideas no human 

progress. Ideas, good or bad, right or wrong, they are as 
necessary and inevitable as sun and rain. It would be ludicrous 
to assume that man could deve lop to a state of mind where 
he did not form ideas or ideologies. (Ideology: The science 
that hand les the e\'O lution of human ideas.) 

"Panaceas, the pretended cures, arc bound to happen. Even 
they may have positive value as a vehicle to promote en
thusiasm. that eventually will shift from the impossible to the 
more practical." 

FRED HOCKS: 
" I believe hi ghly integra ted cu ltures spring from a central 

idea pervading all of its people. This idea, in the past, was 
mostly the dogmatic and mystica l interpretation of the cosmos. 
The abstract quality of the arts expressed the abstract quality 
of the particular cosmogony. That is why in a more material
istic civilization , which adopts a more pragmatic philosoph y 
as its central idea, this abstract quality in its art is absent. 
Here art must serve the ex igencies of the state. The spiritual 
life of the people is only a superficially imposed ornamenta· 
lion of the central edifice of the slate and not an integrated 
functional part of it. The schism between the spiritual and 
material life of the people widens with the demand for conquest 
and expansion within the social and po litical pattern. The true 
art ist seeking Lo find an equilibrium of values eventually im
poses on himself a hiera rchy of form which has little in com
mon with the blind ambition of the mass yet serves as a humble 
challenge to the status quo. 

"The re lativistic sc ience that so revolutionizes man's concept 
of natura l phenomena and strengthens his faith through emo
tion -i ntell ect absorption in the divine order and universal prin-

( co11ti11 11 ecl 011 page 48) 

Woven sunsl1inc-inviting gracio us l'elaxat ion-iJca lly suited to 

outdoor living pleasure . 

~J::;.."' Los Angeles Repreicntoti ve: Oorolhy Shogrin, -449 S. LoCienego Ave. 
"~V. ~~ \ 
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HARDWOOD is NOT HARD TO GET 

Plan your den or library . . . and visual ize !he 
wa ll Fan e /l ing in any of these beautifu ll y grain -
ed hard woods : Comb G·rain Oak ; Prima Vera; Cl 
Avod ire ; Birch; Birdseye Maple; Wa lnut, and Ash ~ 

. they ' re all IMMEDIATELY AVA ILABLE. 3 

NEITHER IS F 0 R M I C A 

That durab le punishment-absorbing pla stic cov

er ing for kitchen and bathroom use . FORMICA 
is avai lab le NOW in a ll patterns and co lors. 

In addit ion, we can also supp ly meta l mou ld· 
ings by "Kinkead, " the originator of idea l 
pat ~e rns and des igns. 

GET IT FROM ... 

0 
~ 
(1) 

alifornia 
aneli-Yeneer~mpan 

'55 South Alameda TRinity 0057 Los Angeles 54, California 
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1912 
ORiGINAL HAMMEl fACTORY AND SALES OFFICE 

19 4 7 ... HAM MEL'S NEW, 
ULTRA-MODERN PLANT EQUIPPED 
FOR ASSEMBLY-LINE PRODUCTION 

._f!/~· ~g;?'EJ~: .. 
••• and what it means to you! 

Expans:on from 500 to 33,000 square feet of factory space with a production 
capacity of 15,000 units ... from 10 to 150 experienced personnel . . . to a 
name now well known and respected throughout the gas heating industry. These 
are only a few of the tangible highlights in Hammel's 35 years of progress that 
mean finer quality heating equipment for you. 
But the intangible ... and important, underlying factor behind Hammel's success 
is your confidence in the inherent efficiency of Hammel products. And it is this 
confidence that we increasingly strive to merit as Hammel moves into its second 
35 years of keeping pace with newest engineering and research development ... 
of perfecting the finest equipment that modern gas heating science can produce. 

Owned and operated by A. S. Martinson and Associates, who took over the 
plant and manufacturing business in 1942, the Hammel Radiator Engineering 
Co. has manufactured dependable gas heating equipment since 1912. 
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BOOKS 
THE CAUSE FOR REGIONAL PLANNING WITH SPECIAL 
~EFERENCE .TO NEW ENGLAND, by Myres S. McDougal, Maur· 
ice E. H. Rot1val, George A. Dudley, Ashbel Gulliver, Everett V. 
Meeks. Roscoe H. Suttie, and Charles R. Walker. Published hy 
Yale Press, ($10.00). 

JAN REINER, A.I.A. 

The Cause for Regional Planning With a Special Reference to New 
England goes a step further than most of the city plannincr books 
which have appeared to date. Undoubtedly, the reason f~r it is 
the fact that it is not a one-man product, but the result of an ex· 
tensive collaboration-a type of collaboration that foreshadows 
the architectural organization of tomorrow. 

Of the seven authors of the book-evidently all with some con· 
nection to Yale where the book was just published-two are law · 
yers, one a civil engineer, and the rest are architects and city plan
ners. The presence of the two lawyers is most beneficial, for they 
have laken over where most architects and site planners usually 
leave off. They developed the administrative and legal procedures 
by means of which the ideas set forth in the book could be realized. 

Twenty-seven pages of the ninety-four page book are devoted to 
a legal interpretation of existing laws which could support the 
establishment of a "cen tral intelligence and coordination of co· 
operative activity" proposed by the authors. There is a careful 
survey of conditions under which large-sca le projects have hitherto 
been undertaken in this country: "These previous attempts," we 
read on page 68, "have taken three general forms, that of informal 
cooperative comm ission without definite statutary responsibilities or 
powers, that of the interstate compact, and that of the federal public 
corporation." 

It is not difficult to show that the last of these arrangements 
(such as the T.V.A.) is the best suited for large-scale undertak ings, 
and yet-and sti ll bearing in mind a democratic distribution 
of power, wealth, and national resources-the authors question 
"whether the T.V.A ., as successful as it has been, embodies the 
most appropriate form for planning, and development to extend 
to the rest of the nation .... Its most obvious disadvantage is that 
it overemphasizes the powers and responsibilities of the federal 
government and tends toward an unnecessary concentration of 
power. . . . To achieve the local cooperation without which no 
planning or development can be successful, and which is indis· 
pensable to a democratic deconcentration of power, it must rely 
upon a continual negotiation of agreements and a series of tenta· 
tive and temporary financial and administrative arrangements." 

To reta in the ideals of the basic structure of a T.V.A., and vet 
to make it more democratic by bringing it closer lo the peo1~le, 
the authors propose a combination of state and federal directives. 
"What New England needs and can have is, therefore, a New 
England Regional Development Administration established con
currently by both the federal Government and the New England 
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Everything for 
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The burner and fire .box ore in position and 
connected to gos li nes. Prefabrica ted parts in· 
elud ing reg islers ore ready for qu ick assemb ly. 

The outer-cosing and radiation sh ie ld ore lifted 
into p lace. The r iser, register head, vent pipe 
and cond ensat ion box ore p laced in position . 

The pre-cut covering that concea ls hea ting uni t 
is assembled by ca rpenter . Cold air intake is al 
boltom a nd hot air register 6" below ceil ing . 

ROYAL J ET-FLOWout-performs 
other heating units costing three times as much 

Typica l view of on installation in Kaiser Community Homes Pro ject . 

Royal Jet-Flow was especially designed and engineered to give luxury heating at a low cost. 

Royal creates a n added selling point-an extra value to every home. For the Royal gives 

two-way heating-high velocity circula tion p lus cei ling radiation. The Royal circulates pure warm 

air to a ll parts of the house with a minimum of temperature variation from room-to-room and 

ceiling -to-floor . Independent laboratory tests, conducted in a five room house, with controlled 

outside temperature of 30 ° F, showed a maximum room-to-room temperature differential of 4° 

at a heig ht of 60 inches. Royal Jet-Flow is available for immediate del ivery-write for infor

mation and prices. 

SPECIAL FEATURES: 1. Easy to adopt into floor p lans-a llows architect freedom in his design. 2. Simp le inexpensive 

in sta ll ation - in a ny type home. 3 . High velocity o ut put of 250 feet per minu te ac hieved through use of venturi prin · 

ciple-i n e ffect fo rced air without b lower or Ion . 4. Installed above floor-simp lifies heating prob lems in co ncrete slob 

construct ion . 5. Heats e ntire house of average size wit h a minimum of temperature differential from raom-ta-room and 

ceiling-to- fl oor. 6. Fire-box constructed of low alloy high te nsile steel for greater resistance to deterioration . 7 . Corru · 

gated lire-box of even thickness-des igned to e liminate no ise caused by ex pansion and contraction. 8. Eng ineered for 

sole operation-scientifica ll y vented, both burner and p ilot valve equ ipped with safety lock . 9 . Hot air out let out of 

reach of chi ldren. 10. Attractive registers lit inconspicuously into any sty le of decoration. 11. Carries Ame rican 

Gos Association Seal of Approva l- gua ranteed. 12. Thoroug hl y test ed - over 3000 installed and in use. 

~Send today for charts giving ideal home healing temperatures, and 
results ol tests conducted on /arced air, space, wall, floor, and Jet-Flaw 
hearing unils under identical circumslances by independent laboratory . 

1024 WESTMINSTER AVENUE, ALHAMBRA, CALIF., DEPT. AC-5 

{[:) 1947 ROY A L HEATERS, INC , 

rAT . ArPLIC:D FOR. 
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This handbook of residential wiring design 
for single family dwellings has been pre
pared especially for the use of architects. 
engineers, builders, electrical contractors 
and lending institutions. 

It is not a handbook on how to install 
wiring ... it is one on how to plan wiring. 
It sets forth . . . room by room . . . outlet 
and circuit requirements for an efficient, 
convenient and useful home wiring system 
... a system which will help avoid electrical 
obsolescence. 

If you have not received your copy of this 
free handbook ... or if you wish additional 
copies ... contact your local utility office or 
this Bureau. 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 
ELECTRICAL BUREAU 

1355 Market Street 

San Francisco 3 
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member states .... This cou ld be achieved by havin g those top 
policy executives consist of a board, say, of five to be se lected by 
bal lot in which both the federal and the slate gove rnments parli· 
cipate."' 

And ngain , the authors show that such idea is not a foreign im· 
portation. "The governors of vario us states in regions other than 
New England are even now petitioning the President of the United 
Stales for tlJP estab li shment of regional authorities after the form 
of the T.V.A. , and the President is in turn transmitting these peti 
tions Lo the Congress with the recommendation that they receive 
favorable actio n." 

Those in our profess io n who arc sli 11 opposed to lan?;e-scale 
planning and the so-ca ll ed govern menta l interference will find thi s 
a thought provoki ng hook; they will find many answers to their 
questions-that is-if it is answers that they seek. "The timid and 
uniformed prophets even now cry through the land that there is an 
irreconcilable co ntradictio n between planning and freedom, that 
there is no middle road between anarchy and regimentation .... 
To the question how men can plan and sti 11 remain free the ap · 
propriate answer is: How can men remain free if they do not p lan?" 
'!'his book, divided in six chap ters, is richly illustrated with 
colored plates and diagrams pertaining mainly to the New England 
region . It was begun, we are told in the introduction , for the Com
mittee on Postwar Planning of Ya le University, and facilitated by 
gran ts of funds by the Eno Foundation and the Graduate School of 
Yale University. "The p rinci pal purpose of the book is to empha
size the need for regio nal planning both in New England and 
throughout the co untry." This task has been well accomplished. 
and it is only hoped that other univers iti es will follow to become 
an inspiration , if not a laboratory, for regional planning. The 
American people have, "by planning, a new world in human sat is
faction lo gain and nothing to lo e but their inertia ." 

PLAN YOUR OWN HOME, by Louise Pinkney Sooy and Virginia 
Woodbridge. California: Stanford University Press, 1946. ($3.00) 

-LAWRENCE E. MAWN, A.I A. 

The text and underlying thought of this work are almost untainted 
by the tenets of modern , progressive architectural and furniture 
design. These pages are innocent of any understanding of modern 
basic principles. As an instance: "It will be interesting to see 
whether the newest developments in residential architecture will 
receive the sanction of popular opinion. Innovations in the use of 
stee l, concrete, glass and many other heretofore unknown materia ls, 
together with a philosophy of stark simplicity in an age of st u
pendous complication, have produced the so-cal led 'modern' style. 
. .. Its newness, void as yet of human associations, and its cold
ness, due to the use of steel, glass, concrete and similar materials 
with no softening touch, may account for its lack of general appeal. 
At any rate, it has not yet been taken to the heart of the average 
man, perhaps because it does not absorb the haphazard accompani
ments of daily living-the careless flower arrangement, the news
paper or magazine, the basket of knitting. . . . As a style it is 
least harmonious in the medley of an American residential district, 
because it is an abrupt departure from all other histor ic styles; 
but where the site minimizes comparisons, it has all the possibili
ties of any other design." The last generous concession is significant. 
Other passages are equally startling in their manifest noncompre
hension of the real purpose of a house: "The street view-unless 
the home is on a hilltop-is the only one presented to the public; 
architecturally, it should be as perfect as possible. Every passer-by 
sees the exterior, and it is only generous to make this fleeting glimpse 
of your home a pleasant memory .... In this case, one might 
emphasize theme and beauty of design in the facade and take the 
liberty of emphasizing function and beauty of design in the rear." 
Ignoring reality, the book suggests cozy, folksy, genteel teaparty 

. talk. Its gently effusive discussion includes residential architec
ture, decorating, furniture, wall paper, centerpieces, china, and 
other home accessories; as, for example: "For grandmother's room, 
you might fancy rich peach walls; carpet the room in deep brown; 
use a mahogany sleigh bed with her lovely old Paisley shawl for 
the cover; an old mahogany sewing table; a rocker of Victorian 
walnut covered in sh iny brown sateen .... " 
So much for grandmother's room. The book itself might conceiv
ably have been written when grandmother was a girl. 
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Only ONE item to buy ... instead of usual two! 

NUTONE DOOR CHIME and CLOCK 
This is two units in one. Jt's a co111bi11atio11 NUTONE 2-Door 
Chime and Telechro11 Clock ... a single package easy to plan 
for, easy to install. Only one set of wires to string. Only one 
wall opening to make. Jt lists at $14.95. A new folder gives 
specifications and wiring data on this and thirteen other 
NUT ONE Door Chimes. For your copy address: NUT ONE, 
Jnc., 919 E. 31st St., Los Angeles 11; or Terminal Sales 
Bldg., Seattle I. 

MERIT SPECIFIED IN ALL CS HOUSES 

Houses by Gregory Ain 

FOR SALE BY OWNER AND BUILDER 

LOCATION: Highview avenue below Foothill boulevard in Altadena 
foothills. Twenty 111i11utes by auto from downtown Los A11geles, 30 
111in11 tes from Hollywood. 
CONSTRUCTION: Wood frame , plaster and wood finish; concrete slab 
covered by asphalt tile throughout house. Three bedrooms, two baths, 
kitchen, di11ing area, L-shapcd living room 24 feet long, 16 a11d 20 
feet wide. Two enclosed outdoor living areas with privacy from street 
and neighbors. 
DETAILS: Forced air heating, cooling and filtering system. Clerestory 
windows through most of house. Indirect lighting. Clear glass wall i11 
every room looks out onto enclosed yard. Aluminum foil insulation. 
and reflecting roof. Landscaping complete. 
PRICE: $18,000. Call builder, Bob Kahan, SY camore 4-2852 or SY ca· 
111ore 4·4656. 
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MUSIC 
HAYDN, A Creative Life in Music, by Karl Geiringer: W. W. 
Norton & Company, Inc.; New York. 
For a century and a half the musical world has been awaiting 
with growing impatience an authoritative biographica l study of 
Franz Joseph Haydn and his music. Advance notices had led to 
the belief that the new biography and cri tical study by the eminent 
musicologist Karl Geiringer might be such a book. The resurgence 
of interest in Haydn's music, which has been produced partly as 
a consequence of the need for a variety of shorter music suitable 
to recording and radio use, has given the ordinary I istener oppor
tunity to hear many times the major symphonies as well as some 
of the quartets. Performances of the two great oratories have been 
less common, for a rather different reason. In comparison with 
the spiritual crises of such masters as Bach, Beethoven, and Mah ler. 
dramatized in works of doubt, turbulence, and affirmation peculiarly 
fitting to the tragic intelligence of our own times, the bland assur
ance of Haydn's Creation and The Seasons must inevitabl y seem 
tame. Yet we may project our temporary miseries too much and 
look for them too eagerly in music. We hear the blacker agonies 
and feel rise from our own uttermost depths the animal yell, which 
Bach to give its strangeness a full force has set as in the text 
in Hebrew: "Eli , Eli, lama sabachthani! " and do not enough under
stand the spiritual detachment that can repeat this climax, throui!:h 
a translation in the mouth of the narrator: "That is lo say, 'My 
God! My God! Why hast thou forsaken me?'" And we are more 
like to hear with sen timental participation the first part of that 
prayer in Gethsemane: "Oh my Father, if it be possible, let thi s 
cup pass from me," which Bach has set to a forsaken music, than 
to repeat with melancholy but determined faith the second part: 
"Nevertheless not as I will, but as thou wilt." In the thought of 
Haydn neither the crisis nor the doubt were needed; they were 
not a part of his religious life. His own gentle aspect is shown by 
the words he sent to a group of amateurs "in the small German town 
of Bergen on the North Sea island of Rugen" who had performed 
his Creation "with a very modest company of players: 
"Often, when contending with the obstacles of every sort that in· 
terfered with my work, often when my powers both of body and 
mind were failing and I felt it a hard matter to persevere in the 
course I had entered on, a secret feelin g within me whispered, 
'There are but few contented and happy men here below; every
where grief and ca re prevail; perhaps your labors may one day 
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be the source from which the weary and the worn, or the ma:1 
burdened with affairs. may derive a few moments' rest and refresh· 
ment.' What a po11·erful motive for pressing onwards! And this 
is why I now look back with heartfelt and cheerful satisfaction on 
the work to which I have devoted so long a succession of years ... " 
Only through this and other quotations from the conversation s and 
correspondence of Haydn and his friends has Dr. Geiringer given 
us entry into the mind of this man who was so often "Dear Father" 
and "Papa" to Mozart and the other children of his art. The 
biography offers otherwise mainly the externa ls, where the com· 
poser lived and what he accomplished, lacking the e\'Ocative qual ity 
of another quotation. in a f ootnotc: " Gyrowetz describes his first 
meeting with various masters ... as follows: 'Haydn smiled a hit 
roguish ly, Dittersdorf was serious, Alb rechtsbergcr quite indifferent. 
Giornovichj somewhat sombre though noblehearted, and Mozart the 
kindest of all.'" The biography is graceful, charming informative, 
readable and touches nothing intimate. One feels almost a reserved 
decorum , as if Dr. Geiringer does not wish to intrude upon this 
lowly born friend , who was at all times the !rue gent leman amonl! 
aristocrats, this intimate of Emperors. K ings, and Pr inces; as if to 
say, There arc many other things of which I shall not speak; we 
will keep them lo ourselves. I he! icve that Haydn, though wise in 
the world. was neither so courtl y nor so decorous. 
If the placid surface of the biography is not often broken hy inter
pretation , the second half of the hook, entirely devoted to the 
music. is even less penetrated ,1·i1h necessary information. The 
author passes serenely among the many works," lifting up first th is, 
then that, but seldom holding any to the light or opening it heyonrl 
a few pages for the most casua l examination. Facts again prevail 
over imagination , but there are not even enough facts. The n111si
co logist, having in his possession the authoritative co ll ections aPd 
having had access to the manuscripts, refers to them as though th'! 
reader were also privile:red to know them . But this is the ele
mentary problem of anyone who studies Haydn, that he can own 
hut a sma ll part of the complete worh. and these in various parti•il 
and often inadequate editions. Before one can begin to study Harrl11 
one must try to set his works in order by !"Orne accurat.c g uid e. 

ARTS & ARCHITECTURE 

Eren allo11·ing for the fact that musical scholarship has left the 
music of Haydn in shameful disorder for a century and a half, 
there is no reason \1·hy an author who wishes to present a study 
of these works should not collate the several accessible editions 
and show their relationship by date, number, and key with the 
authoritative editions. 
Of the 52 piano sonatas Dr. Geiringer mentions possibly a third. 
l have in my possession six of the ear lier small sonatas, the six 
larger sonatas published as opus 13, which so greatly influenced 
Mozart, and eighteen of the later sonatas in the edition of twenty 
published by Schirmer, which is the generally accessible edition 
on this continent. Only eight of these thirty piano sonatas are 
identifiably mentioned in Geiringer's brief comments. The other 
sonatas which arc spoken of may tempt one's interest, hut one 
docs not know where to find them except by borrowing from a 
libra ry, if one can find a library that owns it, the complete Peters 
ed iti on. The symphonies are referred to their numbering in the 
Collected Edition published hy Breikopf. The quartets are listed by 
opus number. a more !"ati sfac lory arrangement; the piano trios after 
the Peters edition. 
The unsatisfying nature of Dr. Geiringer's comments 0 11 the greater 
part of those works he does deign to mention may be indicated by 
putting together the sentences in which he speaks of the great 
Sonata in E flat, which he describes in one place as "the las! 
sonata" while saying here: "According to Strunk the sonata in E 
flat major (No. 52) is the first of the set [of the three final sonatas] , 
No. 51 in D major the second, and No . 50 in C major the third. 
lhc very last composition wrilten by Haydn for the piano alone .... 
No. 52, the autograph of which is preserved in the Library of Con· 
gress, Washington, uses in its first movement all the devices of 
Philip Emanuel Bach's style. At the same lime the second move
ment, an adagio in the unexpected key of E major, introduces 
ornaments that may almost be compared to those of Chopin. The 
relationship between Haydn's third and fifth periods is here once 
more emphasized.'' Anyone who has read Tovey's beautiful a nd 
penetrating study of this sonata in the last of his volumes of 
fssays in Musical Analysis cannot but feel cheated. 
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We have fallen into the sickness of cynicism and us:!d it as an excuse for a personal helplessness that 
refuses to face problems so vast that nothing the individual can do seems to matter. That, of 
course, has never been really true, but it has been easy to prove for one's self. Beyond a few 
rather feeble sorties into local politics, most of us have merely discussed, with varying degrees of 
phlegm and fury, the state of the injustices in the wo r ld and let it go at that. We develop continu
ally a series of escapes and retreats within which we somehow feel that the mere recognition of so
cial and economic maladjustment is a sufficient contribution to its cure. 
But now it becomes alarmingly and uncomfortably obvious to all professional technicians that there 
is not only the responsibility for designing the facts of man's material environment, but that co
existent with that responsibility is a necessary knowledge of and participation in the political ac
tivities of man. 
There is a certain unreality in an objectivity that refuses the association between man and the 
means by which he lives. There is, of course, a world of controversy admissible around such a 
statement that does not, however, apply to the central fact that the specialist best serves a part of 
man when he understands the whole of man. The political and cultural climate is largely the cre
ator of the whole man at any time in history, and certainly ours is, among other things, a vio
lently political age. Where the technician can best serve to clarify the issues now confronting the 
human world, one is hard put to say. But that there is a positive contribution possible, and a means 
by which it can be made to register upon the wor Id's conscience, we now can say. 
Whatever one's opinions concerning the United Nations Organization, the over-all objective of such 
a congress of all men's representatives is a good objective; and, within that organization, there is 
is a very definite place for the best thinking and the best effort and the best will of those con
cerned with the development of technological advancements and the adjustment ·of those advance
ments to man . 
It becomes bitterly necessary to halt the retreat into the navel by far too many of our technically 
skilled and culturally productive individuals. It is time that the philosophy of defeat be re-examined 
in terms of scientific and cultural realities. It is now of the utmost importance that the neuroses of 
our time not be allowed to dictate the laws of our future, and it is no longer possible to justify the 
luxury of individual helplessness before the seemingly insurmountable obstacles in the way of achiev
ing an ordered world. Certainly no individual, however much he tries, can develop any real order 
within himself, as long as he tolerates the universal disorder around him. 
It is very possible that the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization is the 
bridge over which can pass the truly international communications of art and science. It is a bridge 
that, often seen in the mind's eye, is now a reality with all the underpinnings firmly fixed, and 
certainly it is to be developed and strengthened by all the immediate assistance that anyone can offer. 
It must be guarded with deep faith and high purpose so that it can become a broadened highway for 
the only really international language that man has developed-the language of man's highest pur
pose-the insistent, rich language of man's mind. And so now the bridge that we have never crossed 
because it has always been before us, stands ready, and we must be very careful that no one be 
given an opportunity to burn it behind us. 
The American Association for the United Nations, Incorporated, at 45 East 65th Street, New York 
City, exists for the purpose of disseminating full information concerning the United Nations Edu
cational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. The organization exists for the purpose of developing 
the immediate means for the participation of those people whose skills and techniques are a neces
sary part of that sustaining public attitude if any real peace is to be achieved. It covers a large 
category of human endeavor and within it there is no architect, engineer, industrial designer or artist 
who cannot make a direct and practical contribution. 
This is not much of a cause to arouse the pleasant enthusiasms of collaboration with one's co-work
ers. This is a crusade that very directly and practically affects the life of modern science and cul
ture and art and, in a larger sense, affects the life of life itself. The demands upon the individual 
can no longer be considered a matter of choice if he has any concern or dependence upon the devel
opment and the maintenance of those standards we talk about when we speak of the "well rounded, 
educated human being" as a desirable norm in a decent civilization. 
"The Governments of the States parties to this Constitution on behalf of their peoples declare that 
since wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that the defenses of peace must be 
constructed .... " Preamble of the Constitution of UNESCO. 
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By James Normile 

0 utstanding among the sculptural virtues that dis
tinguish the work of Bernard Rosenthal is an in
tense eagerness for the invention of new forms of 
expression. New wine in old bottles is an unwise 
procedure in sculpture as in anything else, and to a 
contemporary like Rosenthal the empty shell of late 
Greek and Renaissance ideals is a very old bottle. 
Sculpture, being a work of the creative imagination, 
must constantly be excited to the discovery and 
exploration of new forms. The vitality of sculpture, 
its very license to exist, depends on this activity to 
forestall the inevitable death that results from form
ula. 
It is a platitude, of course, that form should be 
directed by the sculptural medium, but in Rosen
thal's sculpture we feel that when he applies him· 
self to the invention and exploration of form that 
medium is not regarded as a sacred barrier beyond 
which the artist may not go. Too literal a reverence 
for the quality of a medium often constitutes a 
mental and emotional block, becomes a fetish to the 
creative mind. Rosenthal, being a truly inventive 
sculptor, hurdles this block to create form that, 
while serving the virtues of a medium, transcends its 
limitations. 
In the treatment of subject matter Rosenthal's pre
occupation is not with particular surface likenesses, 
with "message", or with parables. It is the deeper 
design that interests him. While completely encom
passing his subject and giving it a richly imagina
tive and meaningful expression, he pursues it farther 
into the realm of (Continued on Page 48) 
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"The several series included among these llthographs offer an unusuol opportunity to watch 

Picasso in the process of making a picture. If we follow the series of the Girl'5 Head, Two Figures 

or the Bull, we find that Picasso has first drawn on the lithographic stone a comparatively natural

istic image which he then transforms and simplifies step by step. In six stages the ma ssive Bull 

is magically reduced lo less than a dozen slender lines. All sense of the color of the animal, the 

texture of his hide, his weight, strength and formidable brutality are distilled to an abstraction 

right before our eyes. 

"The transformation is especially easy to follow in the nine stales of Two Figures . In the first 

state the nudes are rather conventionally drawn and modeled . After several minor changes, Picasso 

begins in state 4 lo simplify the left-hand figure. In state 7 he compresses and distorts the re

clining figure and by slate 9 has completed the metamorphosis of both. Picasso makes these 

changes all on a single stone from which he prints each of the nine proofs. Sometimes he wipes 

away the ink to form a new shape, sometimes he adds lines and tones. 

"These prints prove once more the fecundity and ingenuity of Picasso's art in which new forms 

are continually revealed by new techniques."-Alfred H. Barr, Jr. 



Photogra1ihs hy I sarnu N . 
courtesy M . ogucl11 uscum of Moclcrn Art 
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WEST ELEV A TION 

EAST ELEV A TION 

PROJECT PART I 

SOUTH El EV A TION 

NORTH ELEVATION 

WURSTER, BERNARDI AND EMMONS 
ARCHITECTS 



A flat rectangle was clea red from an orange a nd le mon orc hard near Fresno, California 
and plans w e re drawn fo r a hou!;e consi sting of a living.di ning porch, small livi ng room, 
owner's bedroom, dress ing room a nd bat h, guest-room and bath, kitch en , la undr y and t wo
car garage. An additional small unit to th e wes t, connected by a covered porch, provided 
two boys' ro oms . To th e ea st a nd adjace nt to the swimming poo l another sma ll unit con
ta ined dr ess in g -rooms, storage space an d wo rk shop . 

Due to present building condit io ns the p lan in its en tir e ity was she lve d and the project 
reso lved into the present comple te living unit w hich w ill be th e nucleus for future ex pansio n. 
The hou se is typica l st ud and frame con struct ion finished wit h oiled redwood exter io r s iding , 
12" boards and 4" baits. The sas h are wood sliding. The large doors in the liv ing room 
a nd owner's room slide on sheaves and brass track. Th e lou vered vent o n the roof runs the 
full length of the house. The breeze in the su mm e r comes from the north and forces a cir
cu lat ion of air out through the ve nt facing south . They ma y be closed off in th e w inte r w ith 
hinged flu sh ce iling pa nels . The w id e overhang of the porch shades the larg e glass area 
on th e front eleva tio n. 

Copper pipes we re embedd ed in the conc rete fl oor for ra d iant heat ing . The heating pane l 
has a lso been co nn ec ted lo a we ll on the properly for summer coo li ng . The effic ie ncy of this 
cooling is somew hat doubtful but cold waler was so easily accessib le tha t it was decided 
to g iv e it a test. 
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KENITH ACKER, ARCHITECT 

ELIZABETH ACKER, 
COLLABORATING 

GARRETT ECKBO, LANDSCAPE 
ARCHITECT 

The architect developed thi1 plan to give, 
within the confines of the present coil of build
ing, a year-round home for himself and hi1 
family, adapted to their own comforts and way 
of life. The property cho1en i1 at Malibu within 
easy walking distance to the beach. The lot 
1lopH up from a street in front with a view of 
the ocean from the high back half 10 the main 
living flaor wa1 planned on a level above the 
garage with the living room, mailer bed room 
and deck looking out to the ocean. The deck 
wraps around the living room to the 1etback 
bedroom, furnishing an outdoor corner alway• 
sheltered from the breeze. Since the sea-air 
dampens all un-1unned orea1 and ru111 all ex
pa1ed metal parts, the house i1 01 woody a1 
pouible and all rooms, with the exception af 
the kitchen, receive the drying morning 1un. 

The underhou1e space wa1 large enough to 
provide a workroom, dreuing room and shower; 
thi1 will 1ave the upstairs from a con1tant in
flux of 1and from the bathers. 

The large square living room flows out anto 
the deck in front and into an enclosed patio in 
back. There is no need af drapes for either 
glau area since the wide roof overhang in back 
gives privacy fram above, and the deck from 
below. The galley type kitchen i1 partitioned 
off the living room. The north wall continues ta 
the edge of the wide overhang and turns in 
several feet enclosing a storage and laundry 
closet. The Children•' bedrooms open onto the 
enclo1ed patio which holds their play equipment 
in an open 1and yard, the rest of the area i1 
paved with sawed driftwood segments. 

The interior of the house is faced in natural 
plywood. The ceiling rafters are exposed and 
insulation board ha1 been cut to flt between 
them. The floors are a1besto1 tile. 

The land1capng plays an important role in 
screening the house from the eventual neighbor• 
on each 1ide and above. The planting in back 
is a dense screen, on either 1ide it will be high 
enough for a windbreak, and in the front will 
be low, colorful and chosen for ea1e of main
tenance. 
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YEAR ROUND HOUSE 
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HILLSIDE HO USE 
FOR LUTHER W. CONOVER 

Located in Tiburon. California and overlooking 
the view of Golden Gate Bridge and Angel Island, 
the structure cuts across a long narrow lot which 
lays diagonally on the hillside. The back and sides 
are set square, but the nature of the hill describes 
the front and side boundary. A massive stone wall, 
on the high west end of the property, steps up from 
the hill behind, closing the jutting beyond the 
shape of the west elevation. The weight of the 
wall visuall y anchors the house to the ground. 
From this spot the floor of the house extends at 
one level while the ground grade falls away abrupt
ly, leaving a large open wedge beneath. The wedge 
has three uses: the large end which is at the crest 
of the drive becomes a car shelter, in the same 
opening but terraced up some five feet is a railed 
passage under the house to the outside stair at the 
rear. The narrowing half of the under house angle 
is enclosed, which not only gives the feeling of a 
more stable foundation but also provides a gen
erous basement room. The exterior of the house 
is siding and stone. The outside end of the car
port is partially screened with a framed panel of 
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siding centered on the high vertical supporting 
posts. The corrugated abestos roof wings outward 
from an interior downspout that runs the full length 
of the house above the bearing partition of the 
kitchen and hall. The section of the roof over the 
study, dinina and living areas was raised and the 
stretch of the original ceiling overhangs the win
dowed-front and coves into a continuous indirect 
lighting trough. The cantilevered porch bulges al 
the end with a step onto the path climbing the 
side property line. 

A walk to the work room door and small leveled 
service yard stems from the small porch at the top 
of the passage entrance stairs. Only the kitchen 
faces into the hill, all of the other rooms open 
onto the view. The living-dining space butts into 
the unfaced stone wall and is separated with a free
standing fireplace. The interior walls as well as 
the built-in storage cabinets are faced with Oregon 
pine. When desired, the main living area may be 
enlarged by unfolding the screen partition to the 
guest-study. 



STUDENT PROJECT 
AT THE U IVERSlTY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
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The College of Architecture at the University of Southern 
California allows two years for the study of subjects 
related to city planning. One part of this course is 
given to historical research, and the other to practical 
application. 
The research starts with analysis of the ancient historical 
settlements and towns, and goes through the centuries 
to the recent war housing projects and present day 
building programs. Besides a study of housing legisla
tion the students background was further enriched with 
discussions and lectures on public administration, eco
nomics, political science and sociology. 
Two problems were offered for the approach to prac
tical application; one, some aspect pertaining to the 
city of Los Angeles, the other pertaining to community 
housing. 
Practising architects and city planners join the faculty 
a• visiting critics, in order to present a wider range of 
opinion• and techniques. Jan Reiner. 

In this study we are concerned with 
the problems that revolve around a man 
and his family. The land and the air 
above it are seen as a space in which 
to establish an environment, a pattern 
for freedom of living. Four elements 
enter the pattern; structurally enclosed 
space where temperature, exposure and 
privacy can be controlled, intimately re· 
lated garden space where living can be 
extended into the color and richness 
of plant forms, open public space which 
can be devoted to a variety of recre
ational uses, and proper accommodations 
for safe circulation of pedestrians and 
vehicles. 
There are three basic types of units: 
free standing dwellings, one story row 
houses, and two story row houses. There 
are s ix different plans developed for 
the free standing houses, which are 
placed around a circular drive, and 
each has its own private garden.-An· 
derrnn , Bogart and J enkins. 
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Here an attempt was made to create an 
attractive, livable environment-free of 
mechanical noise, safe, and healthful
while maintaining a feeling of open
ness and informality; rather than the 
crowded regimentation that so often 
clouds a housing project in the public 
eye. 
There are two types of six story ele
vator apartments; both have a utility 
and maintenance core to minimize 
housekeeping. The row houses for fam
ilies with children have a large balcony 
on the upper bedroom floor and a pri
vate garden off the lower floor. There 
are two basic three bedroom plans with 
an average of twenty-five feet between 
adjoining houses. These have been put 
on lots 55' by 125' in the section near
est the school. A. Boeke. 
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Mr. Gregory Ain was the v1s1tmg cntlc who formulated the following program given as an 
eight weeks project for the fourth year students. 
Housing represents one of the major social and technical problems towards whose solution 
the architect today may hope to make a serious contribution. This design problem will be con
cerned exclusively with urban housing, which, for two reasons, may be considered more deserv
ing of study than rural housing: 
(1) Approximately 60% of the U.S. population now inhabits urban areas, and the percentage 
is increasing. 
(2) Under our system of free enterprise, good models of urban planning have better chance 
of execution than corresponding proposals for rural improvement. 
The evils of excessive concentration of population are well known. The object of this study 
will be to demonstrate the extent to which a good living environment is practically possible 
in an American city at this time. The students' projects are not to be utopian in a sentimental 
sense. They should be realistic and realizable under existing political, social, and economic con
ditions. In a general way, they should comply with basic requirements of the Los Angeles 
Building Code and the Federal Housing Administration, except where either of these authori
ties may be shown to be unreasonable in their demands. 
PROBLEM: To provide appropriate and satisfying housing facilities for a typical range of 
families (single persons; childless couples; one, two, and three child families). This might 
include free standing individual dwellings, row houses, and taller apartment buildings. The 
population density and the relative proportion of dwelling types will be determined by the 
student on the basis of his research. He should maintain a desirable balance between liva
bility of the individual units, integration of the neighborhood, and anticipated financial return 
on the investment. 
SITE: An ap proximately level plot, one-half mile square (160 acres) bounded by four major 
streets, of which the eastern or western provides good rapid transit connection with employ
ment areas and the center of the city. The street at the north boundary is served by an ade
quate local bus line, and part of the property fronting upon it may be zoned for commercial 
use. A portion of the land as may be zoned for multiple family use. A grammar school exists 
directly opposite the south boundary street. 
Total cost of the land, including circumferential utilities will be $500,000.00. 
CLIENT: The development of each study will be consistent with the primary interests of the 
client, who may be designated at the student's option from among the following: 
(1) An average development company, to whom this subdivision will represent a major invest· 
ment for maximum early return. 
(2) A limited dividend corporation, such as an insurance company, whose principal income 
is from other sources. 
(3) A nonprofit co rporation (cooperative) whose membership comprises all the tenants of the 
project. 
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An attempt has been made to develop 
a community with maximum considera
tion given to privacy, garden Hying, 
play space for children, community ac
tivities for both children and adults; 
combined with simplicity and open
ness of planning and economy in the 
building structure. 
The arrangement of all buildings on a 
45 degree angle from north to south 
gives the advantage of a southern expo
sure to the garden areas. Chernoff, Clat
wo1·thy, and Wood. 
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The lot slopeo shorply away from the front property line. Retaining walls hold the 

driveway at street level, and the line of the top of the wall carries into a pergola which 

is an extension of the flat roof of the house , The curved front walk forks; one branch 

going to the kitchen delivery window and patio gate, and the other stepping down into 

a low entrance terrace along the front of the dining room. The exterior of the garage is 

asbestos board, the floor is supported with heavy posts and beams. An inside stair leads 

to the entry hall off of which is a powder room utilizing the back under-garage space. 

The main living area is on one level with a basement room for laundry, storage and 

sports under the master bedroom and bath. The exterior of this room is plaster but the 

rest of the house is redwood siding. The breakfast room, dining room, living room and 

bedroom hall open onto the patio with five-foot glass doors alternately fixed and hinged. 

A Three inch concrete laid in large squares between redwood spreaders paves the patio. A 

ba rbecue is built into the wall which is low enough to take advantage of a view to the 

west. 

A sliding door separates the entry hall from the dining room. Storage cabinets run 

the full length of the dining room under the high south windows. Another sliding door 

secludes the den from the living room when it is used either as a guest room, or when 

privacy is desired for study. The master-bath is in two parts, a clerestory provides light 

for the inside half: The wardrobes, dressing table and beds are built-in as are the book

cases and underwindow cabinets in the living room . 
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House ~or Dr. and Mrs. Lesser 
J. H. OSTWALD, ARCHITECT 



1. b edroom # 1 
2. bath 
3. bed room # 2 
4. •tud y 
5. living room 
6. pa tio 
7. bo rbequ e 
8. kitchen 
9. di ning room 
10. e nt ry 
11. g a rage a nd d ri veway 
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The Va rn ey How;e in one of those dreamed of opµortun 1t1es 
whi ch come onl y whe11 a cl ient will buy sixty acres jn a metro
pol itan area to get a vast outlook--in thi s case a si te which was 
chosen by the Army as a search light s tation d ur in g the war. S ite 
se lection was onl y a start on a free approach too . As outdoor 
enthusiasts all that was asked was " protecti on" agai nst the ele
ments for the full est enj oyment of the out-of-doors. At first, a fu ll y 
st raight line so lar house so lution was desired wi th sou th sun in a ll 
rooms, bu t th is left the terrace too much ex posed to wi nds. T he 
co ur t scheme finall y resu lted for p rotec ti on of l iving room terrace 
from westerl y winds. Fully open space within the house, relating 
l iving areas to ea ting areas to cooking areas was considered as 
val id inside as the re la ti onsh ip of each to its ou tdoor coun terpar t. 
Seclusion was not minimized, and the privacy area, isolated as it 
is from its socia l counterpart, becomes private livin g rooms or 
s i11 g le bed rooms as des ired (by fo ld ing screen dividers) . All are 
so lar in or ientati on, fu lfi ll ing the or ig inal request, and open on a 
pr ivate terrace. When div ided as si ngle bedrooms each has its 
own en trance-the owners thru their ba th room. The easterl v ha lf 
o f the east bedroom is a comb ination room-workshop or, guest 
roo m. Thro ughou t, the clients have will ingly accepted simple direct 
construction methods whi ch leave exposed the fund amental mate
ria ls, even though sometimes rustic in effect. Colored concrete 
floors will be used, and our drawings indicate "stone poured in 
formed conc rete" m uch as in Frank Lloyd Wright's Taliesin West. 
T he owner is a mechanica l engi nee r who wan ts to do e lec tri r 
radiant hea ti ng in the ceili ng th ro ugh metal surfaces which wi ll 
produce suffici en tl y instantaneous effects as to be turned on and 
off xrnch as l ight switches, and th us bring cost of operation within 
or lower than comparable hea ting costs. 
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SHOWN HERE are only a few of the many commercial and 

industrial buildings built better and faster with Celotex 
Cemesto Board. 

Cemesto is perfect for speedy, low-cost construction of 
insulated buildings. It offers thermal insulation, weather 

resistance inside and out, structural strength and siding ... 
all at one low cost. In addition, Cemesto core is Ferox-treated 

co resist dry rot, fungus growth and termites. 

Cemesco comes in standard size sheets in 1 Ys", 1-9 / 16" 
and 2" thicknesses; can be easily cue to fie job conditions; can 

be attached by nailing to wood, by boles or clips to steel. 

Thus Cemesto is an ideal material for use in exterior 

walls, roof decks or interior partitions. It does not require 
painting, so maintenance costs are low. 

Write the Architectural Sales Service Department for 

complete details illustrating several methods for applying 
Cemesto for roof decks, exterior walls or interior partitions. 

If you wish to furnish plans to us, we will be glad to 
prepare shop erection drawings showing the exact size of 

Cemesto panels required, together with estimate on cost of 
material pre-cut to fie. 

THE CELOTEX CORPORATION C H I C A G 0 3, I L L I N 0 I 5 
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MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE 

( 44) Republic Steel Corporation-Four
color folder on new product, Electro 
Pain LI o ck sheets, electroplated zinc, 
won't flake or powder in dies, won't 
crack, won't peel. 
(45) Stra11-Steel Division, Great Lakes 
Steel Corporation- Series of well illus
trated folders, brochures on Stran-Steel 
"packaged framing,"' used in thousands 
of hou.sing projects built before the 
war and more than 150,000 "Quonset"' 
buildin~~ for military and postwar uses. 
System features patented nailing groove 
in ·studs and joists, is particularly well 
adar.ted for quick housing construction. 
Final assembly of basic framing pack
age provides dimensional framing for 
house 24' x 28'. The 24' is fixed, the 
28' is variable in 2' increments. Size, 
arrangement of windows, doors variable. 
Wide variety of collater11l mater ials ran 
he used. 
(46) Stra11-Stecl Division, Great Lakes 
Steel Corporation-Series of well illu s
trated folders, brochures on adaption of 
company's patented framing system to 
residential, industrial, commercial con
struction. Carries full information, short 
of final engineering, on assembly tech
niques. Provides end answers to ques
tions regard ing war-famous Quonset con
struction. 
(47) United States Plywood Corporation 
-Installation booklet (20 pages) on 
Weldwood plywood for interiors. Full 
technical data with lurid, explanatory 
illustrations, including information on 
fini shing. 
( 48) U11itcd States Plywood Corporation 
-Particularly well done 20-page bro
chure showing uses of Weldwood ply
wood for commercial interiors. Store.3, 
offices, banks, hotels, institutions, bars, 
restaurants. ll lust rations good, ideas 
nnny. 

(continued from page 6) 
( 49) United States Plywood Corporation 
- Complete listing and data on Weld
wood, plywood and allied products, for 
both exterior and interior uses. Good 
handbook on the use of such products, 
well illustrated, in 16 pages. 
(50) U11ited States Plywood Co rpora
tion-Brochure illustrating and describ
ing uses of Weldtex, a stria ted plywood 
panel. Covers decorative, structural uses 
and suggestions for original treatments 
in built-ins, curved surfaces, and ex te rior 
panelling. 

SURFACE TREATMENTS 

(51) Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company 
-Four-color brochure (12 pages) on 
Vitrolite Glass Facing. Section on mod
ern hat hs and kitchens is good selling. 
Commercial applicat ions well illustrated. 
(52) Marsh Wall Products , /nc.- Eight
page catalog, illustrations and complete 
information on Marlite plastic-finished 
wall and ceiling paneling, Marsh mould
ings, and Marsh bathroom accessories. 
Detailed installation instructions, speci
fications and swatches of all available 
~olors. 

(53) United States Plywood Corporation 
-Four-page folder describing Firzite, 
a pre-fini sher for fir plywood and other 
soft woods which improves paint, enam
el or s tain jobs. Seals open poreo, sub
dues "wild" grain, minimizes checking. 
Available in cans, drums. 
(54) United States Plywood Corporation 
-Four-page folder on Decorative Mi
carta, laminated plastic surface material 
with sco res of uses. Will not dent or 
chip, crack or break, splinter or warp. 
Does not s tain from food, fruits, or 
~rease, and doesn't mar with alcohol. 
Easy to clean, never fades, never need~ 
refinishing. 

PRODUCTS & PRACTICES 
Decorative wood paneling with 
embossed grain was introduced 
to architects and decorators re
cently by the Neal Company 
of California. Ca 11 ed Grain 
Wood, it is used for wall panels, 
furniture, doors, exterior sid- 1

/ 

ing, ceilings, display cases and \ 
picture frames. The relief is 
obtained by a process that re
moves the soft summer growth 
from the wood, leaving the hard 
winter growth raised from the 
surface. It comes in standard 
sized panels and is now avail
able in any quantities. The hard 
surface will not splinter and 
can be fi nished by the same 
methods used on a smooth sur
f ace of wood. Grain Wood can be bonded to plaster with M-3 
cement or nailed directly to studs. (Cut shows small section of 
panel.) 

Sink tops made of a new stain and heat resistant plastic laminate 
are being manufactured both in standard sizes and to special re
quirements by Fabritex Company. Surface of the top is a plastic 
impregnated cotton fabric which is laminated under infra-red heat 
and low pressure to an aluminum sheet. The laminated section of 
aluminum and plastic is then formed and bonded to a 3-4-inch ply
wood base. A tight fitting stainless steel moulding edges the sink 
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lop. Standard splash-back height is six inches but it may be higher 
if desired. Sinks may be made in eight-foot sections without a 
scam. The aluminum and plastic laminate is formed into a smootlt 
rounded cove where the splash-back meets the sink counter. Claims 
for the material include resistance to burning cigarets, hot pans, 
dyes, acids and alcohol. It may be cleaned with a damp cloth or 
cleaning so lvent. 

Trip-L-Grip, a framing anchor 
used in home and light con
:> truction to increase rigidity 
around window and door open
ings and as added strength in 
Aoor and wall framing, is being 
marketed throughout the coun
try by Timber Engineering 
Company. Made of 18-gauge, 
zinc coated, corrosion resistant, 
sheet steel, the anchors are joined to the wood with full bodied 
nails that develop maximum shear without splitting the lumber. 
The anchors are designed for joining joists to beams, beams to 
posts, ~tuds to si ll s, rafters to plates, studs to girts and other house 
framing connections. Toe nailing is replaced, bridging is eliminated 
in attaching joists on trusses and notching is unnecessary. If con
nections are at angles, Aanges can be bent accordint;ly. Literature 
is available. 

Hotpoint Inc., appliance manufacturing affiliate of General Electric, 
is stepping up its production of automatic electric dishwashers to 
100,000 a year by 1948, it was announced recently. It is a side
opening, two-rack dishwasher that leaves the top free as a work 
surface and permits a rinse-spray from center. 

A hydraulic door closer with 
the entire mechanism contained 
in butt hinges is being manu
factured by Bakewell Products. 
Known as the Bakewell Hydro
Hinge, it is installed in the same 
manner as a conventional butt 
hinge. It is adjustable for vary
ing speeds, positive latching or silent closing. There is no over
head or buried door-closing equipment. The hinge is tamper-proof 
and leak-proof, comes in sizes and finishes for residential , com
mercial and industrial installations. 

A hardwood furniture fabricating method that protects furni
ture tops from water and alcohol stains, heat due to hot plates and 
coffee pots and burns from cigarets and cigars has been developed 
in the laboratories of the Timber Engineering Company. An old 
principle of inserting a thin sheet of aluminum between furniture 
core and face veneer is used to conduct heat away from the veneer, 
But the old process used a hot-bonding adhesive and the aluminum 
would be bonded to the wood in heat-expanded condition. Stresses 
were set up when it cooled and shrank. In the new method alumi
num is glued to core and face veneer \1 ith cold adhesives. 
Another handicap of former methods was the unavailability of a 
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varnish for the face finish that could be depended upon to with· 
stand the severe conditions caused by heat such as burning cigarels 
and water or alcohol stains from lotions and cosmetics. Research 
in this field has developed a varnish that has passed all pilot plant 
tests made by the Timber Engineering Company. The new method 
comes principally from research activities of the American hard
wood lumber manufacturing industry. The work is directed by the 
Committee on Hardwood Research Administration of the National 
Lumber Manufacturers Association. It is carried on in laboratories 
of the Timber Enginering Company. 

General Electric Company is in production of an eight-cubic-foot 
chest-type home freezer designed "to fill all the requirements of 
the average family." Designated the NA-8, it holds 280 pounds 
of assorted frozen foods. Recommended national retail price is 
$299.75. Freezing-storage space of the new model measures 39% 
inches long, 17% inches wide and 20 inches deep. The freezer is 

A VENT/lATI"' SCREEN DOOR 
A SASH DOOR 

A PERMANENT OUTSIDE DOOR 

All 3 IN 1! 
DiserimiMting home owners end erchitech heve chosen 

Holywood J.,.ior •• th. TRIPlE DOOR VALUE in tho 

COMBINATION SCREEN •llfl METAL SASH DOOR lieldl 

A olurdy dependeble d-. coMlrucled of quo~ly m•t .. 

rie~. HOLLYWOOD JUNIOR'S EXCLUSIVE PATENTED 

FEATURES heve ovtmod.d old-feol.io.,.d tct••• doon 

end other d-. of it1 type enfaelyl 
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equ_ipped with four removable wire baskets. Two shelves built into 
the left side of the chest increase the fast freezing area so that 35 
pounds of food can be frozen at one time. A warning light which 
burns constantly goes off when the current supply is interrupted 
or temperature rises in the freezer. The lid is counterbalanced for 
easy lifting and safety. It houses a light that automatically turns 
on to illuminate the chest interior when the lid is raised. 

A scale drawing pad to make properly proportioned drawings 
without use of ruler, drafting board or T-square has been intro
duced by Jiffy Sales Company. The 9 x 12 inch Jiffy Sketch Pad 
contains 75 sheets of high quality tracing tissue enclosed in a cover 
jacket that consists of four cardboard flaps. Various scales ate 
printed on three of the flaps. To use the pad one folds back the 
cover flap and places one of the tissue sheets over the scale to be 
employed. The drawing is to scale with the aid of the printed lines 
which show through the tissue. 

Visual store fronts giving an open view of shops from the street 
can increase sales as much as 100 percent, according to a Libby
Owens-Ford Glass Company survey of eight Fifth Avenue retail 
stores. L. V. Spring, New York district manager for L-0-F, said 
a poll of the eight store managers found them "unanimous in 

· a11:reeing that the more advanced, open-type store front was an 
effective sales builder, fully warranted from a financial viewpoint." 
Merchandising practices are gauged to take full advantage of street 
traffic in the stores. The survey showed that in the last year nearly 
$3,000,000 have been spent along Fifth Avenue for visual store 
front modernization. 

The new Kaiser-Fleetwings jet-propelled aluminum dishwasher, dis
played recently in Case Study House No. 16 in Beverly Hills, and 
merit specified for use in several lafer Case Study Houses, is now 
in mass production, and is being channeled at the rate of 12,000 
units a month to retail outlets. The first of the new Kaiser appli
ance line, it is priced to sell from $127 to $200. Unique in its 
design , the jet-propelled machine is powered by water pressure. 

SAN PEDRO LUMBER co. 
Branch Yard , and Sto re-= COMPTON • WESTMINSTER 

Whol e> ul " Yard und Whor vc-= SAN PEDRO 

Go· no •r (ll Offic"" LOS ANGELES YARD ANO STORE , 1518 CENTRAL AVE. 

Tr lP ph o n c Richmond 1141 



merit specified 

MOTOROLA INC. • 

ARTS & ARCHITECTURE CHOSE MOTOROLA 65T218 

The Case Study house program of Arts & Architecture 

is a spectacular success. The public, we hear, is tremen

dously excited and housing experts from coast to coast 

have indicated that "These are the homes of tomorrow 

... livable, lovable and economical ... " 

Motorola Radios have been an integral part of the 

furnishings scheme of the designers responsible for the 

Case Study homes because Motorola radios are ... to 

quote a member of the Arts & Architecture staff .. . "The 

finest commercial radios we have ever seen." 

Dealers everywhere are displaying and demonstrating 

the complete line of Motorola Radios ... the perfect 

gift for every occasion. 

CHICAGO 51, ILLINOIS 
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NOW! ... A Superior Acoustical Tile 
Made From Incomparable Douglas Fir 

r 
r 

LET YOUR NEAREST 
DISTRIBUTOR-APPLICATOR 

SHOW YOU THIS NEW 
HIGH-EFFICIENCY TILE 

ALLIED CONSTRUCTION & 
SPECIALTY CO., INC. 

845) Melrose Ave. 
Los Ange les ·16. Ca lif. 
Fhone: Walnut 054 1 

ANGELES INDUSTRIES 
98·1 McGarry St. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
Phone: Vandike 1783 

ARIZONA SASH, DOOR & CLASS CO. 
657 West St Mary's Road 
Tucson, Ar i: 
Phone: 1699 

CONSOLIDATED ROOFING & SUPPLY 
COMPANY 

~20 Sout h 7th Ave. 
Phoenix, Ar iz 
Fhone : 47888 

CONTINENTAL LUMBER CO. 
P. 0 Box 2042 
Boise. Idaho 
Phone: -1 50 

ELLIOTT BAY LUMBER CO. 
600 W . Spokane St. 
Seattle, Wa sh. 
Phone : El l io tt 8080 

ELLIOTT BAY LUMBER CO. 
2712 McDougall St 
Everett, Wash . 
Phone: Main 150 

EXCHANGE LUMBER & MFG. CO. 
P. 0 . Box 15 H 
Spokane 7, Wash. 
f' hone: Glenwood 1621 

FROST HARDWOOD LUMBER CO. 
327-29 W. Milrket St. 

San Diego, Cal i f . 
Phone : F-7224 

LUMBER DEALERS, INC. 
130 1 Wazee St. 
Denver 17, Colo. 
Phone: Tabor 6141 

LUMBER DEALERS, INC. 
108 South Main St. 
Pueb lo, Colo. 
Phone: 483 1 

LUMBER DEALERS, INC. 
~2 3 No. 33rd 
Bil lings, Mont. 
Phone: 39 11 

ROSE CITY FLOOR & INSULATING CO 
Ra i lway Exchange Bui ld ing 
Part land, Ore 
Phone: At water 6-144 

UTAH LUMBER CO. 
333 W . I st So. 
Sal t Lake City 9, Utah 
Phone: 4-4318 

VAN ARSDALE-HARRIS CO. 
595 Fi fth St. 
San Franci sco 7, Calif. 
Phone: Exbrook 4404 

SINCE 1895 

HERE, at last, is an improved acoustical tile of superior 
sound-absorbing properties and decorative beauty. Simp
son research, first to take advantage of the long, strong 
fibers of sturdy Douglas fir, developed a new manufactur
ing process to create this improved acoustical material 
It is prnduced in a new, modern plant equipped with the 
latest - design machinery and facilities, employing efficient 
automatic controls to insure a high degree of uniformity. 
Simpson Acoustical Tile offers many advantages over 
similar products. Each 12" by 12" tile has 484 clean
drilled perforations. The tile surface may be painted 
repeatedly without the perforations clogging or impairing 
acoustical efficiency. Bevels are finished ... in the same 
attractive oyster-white as the surface. Here is added 
ceiling beauty. Architects .. . ask your nearest Simpson 
applicator about this new acoustical tile . . . it has a 
higher degree of efficiency for noise-quieting and acousti
cal correction. 

WOOD FIBER DIVISION • SIMPSON LOGGING COMPANY 
PLANT AT SHELTON, WASHINGTON. SALES DIVISION, 1010 WHITE BUILDING , SEATTLE 1, WASHINGTON 

A lso manufacturers of : LUMBER "t1; PLYWOOD "(:r DOORS 1':f CU T STOCK 
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arto • archnactura 
3305 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD, LOS ANGELES 5, CALIFORNIA 

Please enter my subccription for __ year_, 

My check in the am~wnt cf $ ____ __ _ 

is attached. ( ____ ) C~eck bere if you wish 

to be bil led payable in 30 days. 

NAME 

STREET 

CITY ZONE 

STATE 

OCCUPATION 

1 year • $5.00 

2 years • $9.00 

3 years • $12.0-:J 

F 0 R E I G N 

l year • $7.50 

2 years • $12.00 

3 years • $16.50 

OVER 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE 

AMERICAN ROOF TRUSS COMPANY 
218 West Sa nta Barbara Avenue, Los Ange les, ADams 1-4379 

McNEIL CONSTRUCTION 
Contrnclors 

COMPANY 

THE WORLD'S FINEST LIGHTING: COLD CATHODE 
DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED BY 

~ 
LOS ANGELES 23, CALIFORNIA • ANgelus 4266 

TOOLS FOR RENT 

V Andike 7168 

ARTS & ARCHITECTURE 

It is made of aluminum, and is available in both cabinet and chassis 
models, standard or deluxe, which can be installed in any present 
kitchen or sink unit. 

A line of chromium closet accessories designed to give maximum 
utility to storage space has been introduced under the name 
K-Veniences by Knape and Vogt Manufacturing Company of Grand 
Rapids, Michigan. They have been used in Arts & Architecture's 
Case Study House No. 16. The line includes an extension closet 
rod; swinging trouser and skirt hanger with arm clamps, garment 
bracket, trouser and skirt hanger, and several racks for ties, shoes, 
hats and coats. Most of the accessories are designed to swing from 
or pull out from a wall, leaving floor space free when the rack is 
not in use. A clothing carrier, a towel rack and a disappearing pan 
rack for kitchen cabinets extend on ro ller bearings to bring the 
articles hanging from them into easy reach. 

Orientation, that old bogey of architects, has been rendered to one 
of the easiest parts of building design planing with the develop
ment of a Sunspotter Chart by William Briggs, eastern industrial 
designer. The chart enables a building designer to determine how 
much sun a room will get during any daylight hour of any day 
of the year. 

A lightweight aluminum shower cabinet that can be assembled 
by one man in less than five minutes is now in production by 
W. R. Ames Company. It is made up of five formed sections which 
slide into interlocking flanges that make a watertight fit. The 
receptor is one of the sections. It weighs 23 pounds and may be 
installed either in finished or unfinished floors. Cabinet comes 
complete with curtain rod, chromium plated brass caulk-type drain 
and rubber gasket. It is designed for installation of a standard glass 
shower door if desired. Painting of the cabinet is not required 
but it will take paint if bathroom match is needed. The cabinet is 
shipped in a single crate weighing about no pounds 

Aluminum ladders that weigh less than two pounds per foot of 
height have been developed by Jarvis Manufacturing Company of 
Glendale, California. Called Amplex, the ladders come in heights 
from two to six feet and are intended for both home and industrial 
use. Two Amplex ladders are used in Arts & Architecture's Case 
Study House No. 16. Engineered to carry excess loads, the ladder 
becomes more rigid as load is increased. Each step will withstand 
500 pounds and the entire ladder 1200 pounds. There are rubber 
mats on top s!ep and work shelf, extruded alumnium safety treads 
on steps and rubber guards on the feet. The aluminum alloy is 
corrosion resistant. 

ART 

(continu ed from page B) 

ciple puts new demands in the path of the artist's develop
ment, demands of a technical as well as a conceptual nature. 
Ceaselessly he must ask! He must again become the child , 
free of prejudice and unharmed by experience. The subtle 
balances of Kandinsky or the more elemental space adjust
ments of Mondrian are the 'novum organum' in plastic form. 
To me it is significant that 'Modern Art' or, more specifically, 
'Non-ob jective Art' is parallel to the development of the mathe
matics of non-euclidian space. Just as every high-school student 
of average intelligence a few generations hence will under
stand the mathematics involved in Einsteinian relativism, so 
will he intuitively perceive the space adjustments and enjoy 
the plastic beauty of the work of these masters. This is no 
idle prophesy on my part, but the historically logical develop
ment of man. The pendulum swings from materialism to (a 
more conscious) idealism. The poet, philosopher and artist, 
consciously or as yet unconsciously, has crossed the threshold; 
the rest of mankind will catch up with him." 

This declaration of faith by a sincere and capable artist will no 
doubt cause considerable consternation among those who somehow 
link "modern" thought with iconoclasm. But it may be discerned 
that the images which men like Fred Hocks seek to break are 
merely those which have been found too small , too circumscribed, 
to provide the proper means to the enlightenment which they be-
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lieve 1t 1s in man's power to achieve. Here is no more a rejection 
of the idea (or an ideology) than is there a contradiction involve::! 
in his concept of plastic. It is merely a distinction between political 
ideologies and panaceas and an organically social or human ideo· 
logy. On the strength of what man has already achieved is found 
the room for belief in what man may yet discover, or re-discover. 
In the light of present day "world upheavals" and "the specter of 
new and worse disasters before us" it may seem that here is indeed 
a precariously founded optimism. And yet the very fact that such 
hope for the future exists, articulated as it is !Jy a religio-philosophic 
insight, may yet prove to be the link, however tenuous, through 
which reconstruction and re-integration is again possible. It ex· 
presses a form of conviction whose roots push ever deeper into the 
knowledge man has gained of the physical structure of the universe 
but whose uppermost branches are searching the unknown in a 
manner all but forgotten in the interval since materialism has placed 
limitations upon such forces as faith or belief "in the spiritual 
scheme of all things." But it is obvious that those on the other 
side of the philosophic fence are not prone to put much credence 
in the burgeoning search for a "divine order and universal prin
ciple" such as that shared by the serious-minded abstractionists. 

FRODE DANN: 
"I'm excitedly following these new trends which so far have 

the bearing of a new religious cult. In time it may grow into 
just that. Perhaps in time it will even overshadow Hindu 
mysticism. If it comes to that and we all accept it , maybe we 
shall have a new and better world. Right now my chief quarrel 
with the movement is that it is obscure. If it can work its way 
out of obscurity and still hold its own, I think there may be a 
real contribution to art and human happiness in it. But if it, 
as so many religions, must nurture obscurity in order to stay 
in business, then it will be just another beer burp to me. I'm 
waiting for new manifestations, and trying to pry my mind 
really wide open for this." 

Here, somewhat as an exception to the rule, is a conservative 
expressing a degree of tolerance toward the radical as well as a 
measure of curiosity, an apparent desire lo plummet the meaning 
of non-objective art. But on the other hand it is also evident that 
these qualities are considerably overshadowed by a scepticism and 
a determination to remain on the sidelines until such time as "a 
new and better world" has arrived! To quarrel with an art form, 
or a religion, because it is obscure seems exceedingly irrelevant. 
What genuine religious concept or formulation of art has sought 
to achieve obscurity! The two. closely related as they are. have 
ever aimed to communicate that which is their essence. That which 
appears lo be intentional obscurity to the represenlationalist is 
understood by the abstractionist in its context to the prevailing 
phi losophy of our time. To understand the position of abstract 
art today it is necessary lo have some knowledge of the historical 
processes. Only a long-range perspective of both art and life can 
disclose the fact that all art of truly integrated cultures is abstract, 
because such art has always concerned itself with Ultimate Realities. 
And thus profound art is essentially of a metaphysical nature. It 
will be found that it is among the abstractionists of the contem· 
porary world where the most fearless attempts are made to break 
the materialist taboo which has concealed the meaning and pur
pose of art for the last several centuries. Therefore it seems fitting 
to close on the words of an artist aware of the inherent values of 
the abstract. 

FRED HOCKS: 
"I never cease to wonder while pamtmg how the slightest 

modification of a form, space, color or line has its effect on 
the whole. I feel that the law which determines the space, mass, 
color relationships in a given rectangle reveals itself through 
my growing consciousness of reality. 

"Art certainly is metaphysical, but for that matter modern 
scientific theory in its most abstract sense is metaphysical. 
There are those who accuse pure plastic art of leading to 
sterility. That, I feel, depends solely on the artist. Unless art 
springs from an inner necessity it is always sterile no matter 
what is used. Fecundity and sterility, in themselves abstract 
and relative terms, contract or expand in meaning with the 
consciousness of those who use them." 

Space limitations have permitted but a partial discussion of im
portant points raised in these letters. It is hoped, however, that 
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some light has been shed on the respective differences between 
those who fix the meaning of art in aesthetics and those who see 
it as an instrument toward a wider knowledge of that which is 
Real. 

ART NOTES FROM SAN FRANCISCO 

DoROTHY PuccINELLI CRAVATH 

So much of present day exhibition art is of the knock-'em-dead 
variety, poster-like, violent, made to stand out like bill boards. 
Occasionally we see a serene, unforced expression of unselfconscious 
reaction to the universe, and even a little of it is precious. 
Such a lift to the spirit is the memorial exhibition of the work of 
H. Oliver Albright at the San Francisco Museum of Art. These 
things are quiet, gentle, but very sure expressions of a secure per
sonality, and they have a beneficent effect; the effect of true quiet· 
ness on the spirit of the beholder. Indeed, one must be quiet and 
unhurried to appreciate them truly, as Charles Lindstrom points out 
in his fine catalog foreword. 
Most of the Albright pictures are in opaque tempera, some on 
Chinese silver paper, the silver enhancing grayed but luminous 
colors, soft, subtle, like veiled opals. Some are a mosaic of spots 
and dashes, at first only a charming texture-color pattern, then a 
mood, then the evocation of a landscape, a still life, a vase of 
flowers. They are all pictures to be lived with. They are done with 
sincere grace and authority, and apparent effortlessness. The land
scapes such as the small Banks of the Yuba, the large Yosemite 
screen, the flowers, the brush and ink drawings have neither pre
tense nor pretentiousness about them. 
Another memorial exhibition, and again a quiet one, is the work of 
Arthur Dove, in the Museum's main gallery. 
Less quiet by far was the show, just ended, of r-aintings on the theme 
of the Temptation of St. Anthony, results of a competition for a 
picture to be featured in the movie Bel Ami. Eleven American and 
European artists-Ivan Albright, Eugene Berman, Leonora Carring
ton, Salvador Dali, Paul Delvaux, Max Ernst, Louis Guglielmi, 
Horace Pippin, Abraham Rattner, Stanley Spencer, and Dorothea 
Tanning competed. Max Ernst won the $3000 prize. 
The subject of the Temptation of St. Anthony has fascinated artists 
for a long time. It is such a fine opportunity to paint carnal temp
tations and the subtler forms of inner torment in loving detail, all · 
with a high religious purpose. 
With few exceptions the modern painters, mostly of surrealist ten
dencies, paraphrased the medieval masters' imaginings, providing 
an entertaining and exceedingly able group of pictures. 
One of the interesting things to be seen this month was the simi
larity in technique of the surrealists, and the realists, as exemplified 
by the exhibition of Constance Richardson's paintings at the De 
Young Museum. Both use meticulous rendition of objective form, 
in one case to tell a story of the things presumably experienced in 
the inner world of emotions, in the other to describe the outer 
world of visual perception. 
Miss Richardson seems indeed to confine herself so entirely to the 
rendering of what can be perceived by the senses alone that she 
might almost be a selective camera, but not quite. She adds an 
authentic delight in the things she paints, lacking in the camera's 
dispassionate disposition. The steely sheen of sun on windblown 
cat-tails, the look of a moist landscape in morning light, are things 
shown with exacting fidelity and single minded honesty, practically 
without comment. 
Dorr Bothwell's one man show at the Legion of Honor is equally 
meticulous, but with a different aim. These pictures are mostly a 
series of montage-and-watercolor illustrations, or rather, subjective 
interpretations, of the four seasons and the signs of the zodiac, full 
of imagination and free ranging fantasy. Miss Bothwell's invention 
is an eternal source of entertainment and delight. There were also 
several more abstract pictures, less surrealistic, probably more pro
found, beautiful in color and design. 
Another non-objective show was the four man exhibition at the 
City of Paris Gallery by George Harris, Ina Perham Story, Flor
ence Swift, and David Park. 
David Park is still interested in the interplay between positive and 
negative space, which he succeeds in making, perhaps, the most 
important of the things he has to say; although his color and the 
bold, simplified heirogl yph forms of his figures are interesting. 

ARTS & ARCHITECTURE 

The theme of one, or at most two or three figures intertwined, is 
characteristic of his paintings. 
Ina Perham Story, on the other hand, is a painter who breaks up 
her pictures into many pieces, and rearranges them into a kaleido: 
scopic pattern on several planes. George Harris paints restrained, 
almost somber abstractions, usually of late on one plane. This show 
includes designs for murals and tapestries. 
Florence Swift is a many faceted painter who seems always to have 
a sure basis of abstract design, whether the things she paints are 
objective or abstract, or the two in combination. Her paintings all 
are markedly expressionistic, although that is a poor word. They 
are emotionally motivated, and form is used to express her quite 
individual reactions. 

ROSENTHAL 
(Continued from Page 24) fundamental relationships of abstract 
design elements. For example, Rosenthal's "Mother and Child" 
bears a title; it suppresses details of anatomy and personality in 
disciplining form to express emotionally the universality rather 
than the particular accidents of the subject. We feel that the sen· 
suous image of the "Mother and Child" arouses in us imaginative 
responses to a superbly sensitive degree. But the real intention of 
the artist is far removed from these spectator or "literary" inter
pretations. The subject and its implications to Rosenthal remain 
:;.imply a vehicle for his exploration of abstract form relationships'. 
Beyond intensity of expression, beyond obvious excellencies of tech
nical execution, the marvelously ordered and integrated forms and 
volumes and hollows of Rosenthal's sculpture betray deep insight, 
a broad intelligence supervising the whole. In these abstract rela
tionships we see the sculpture really "at work", a harmony of 
forms held in tension by the creative spirit. 
Rather than being an isolated phenomenon, sculpture should be an 
integral part of life experience much as music, literature, or any 
of the arts. Sculpture has a rightful place in contemporary archi
tecture which is too seldom accorded it. Sculptural form and ex
pression completely integrated with architecture serves the total 
man, both body and spirit, and the resultant welding of art and 
life is a strengthening of the social fabric. Rosenthal realizes this 
happy synthesis in the integration of the spiritual aims of the 
sculptor with the physical and utilitarian aims of the architect
the heart and the head of humanity working together. After all, 
the problems of the sculptor and the architect are not unlike, their 
purpose parallel, the finished product often identical ,although on 
different planes of expression-that of the architect on the physical 
plane of living, utilitarian structure-that of the sculptor on the 
plane of vitally expressive, emotional form. 
Bernard Rosenthal received his academic training at the University 
of Michigan. After working with Alexander Archipenko, he opened 
his own studio in Chicago where for three years he undertook pro
fessional commissions and did sculpture for private collectors. 
Then followed a period of study with Carl Milles, after which 
Rosenthal returned to Chicago until the war. Among important 
commissions for architectural sculpture Rosenthal lists his heroic 
"Nubian Slave", a twelve foot sculpture, for the Elgin Watch 
Observatory at the New York World's Fair in 1939; six reliefs in 
the Strauss Memorial Center, Chicago; twelve brass reliefs for the 
New Time Room, Museum of Science and Industry, Chicago. In 
1941, Rosenthal rceived two honorable mentions in the sculpture 
competition for the new War Department Building, Washington, 
D . .C. Outcome of these two honorable mentions was Rosenthal's 
commission to design and execute a relief for the post office build
ing at Nokomis, Illinois. 

Rosenthal has exhibited at the Art Institute of Chicago, the Metro
politan Museum of Art, New York, and is represented in the col
lection of the Illinois State Museum. He recently had a one-man 
show at the Chicago galleries of the Associated American Artists, 
and . is preparing for another exhibition at the Pat Wall Galleries 
in Monterey this summer. 

Drafted into the service during the war, Rosenthal became head of 
the Training Aids Center at Fort Belvoir, Virginia, and later com
manded a model making team overseas. After V-E Day Rosenthal 
taught sculpture at the American Army University in Biarritz and 
there married one of his French civilian students. After his dis
charge from the service he came to Los Angeles to associate himself 
with the vigorous contemporary movements in architecture and the 
arts he finds here. 
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FROM CAPE Coo TO Los ANGELES an architectural 
renaissance is in full 5wing. Trends show a radical Je
parrure from the staid, prosaic type home of pre-war 
Jays anJ are veering sharply to streaml ined designs in 
anticipation of tomorrow's electrical m iracle5. 
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switch. 
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P;1= Built-Up Roofs are ideal fo r use with the modern trend in design, 

• yet the ir adai tability makes them suitable for any architectural style . 

• Econe my of construction, long service and maximum protection are found in 

• P- F Built-Up~oofing . Architects and engineers may have a copy of this 

• specification manual upon written request. 
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